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1
Introdu tion
As many other te hnologies and paradigms in the omputer s ien e eld, virtualization has a long history with periods with
great momentum and periods when it has been put in then ba kground. The advent of massive and e onomi omputer power,
as predi ted by Moore's Law, has nally resulted in the availability of system level virtualization te hnologies on ommodity
hardware. This will lead to a omplete new lass of problems,
from provisioning to deployment, that arise when virtualization
is intended as an ar hite tural asset that ould bring value to
the omputing platform, an asset upon whi h build value added
1
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servi es.
In this dissertation, I investigate a problem that ould be expressed as: given a number of virtual ma hines and some physi al ma hines, ea h des ribed respe tively by a demand ve tor
and a resour e ve tor, whi h is the best allo ation of the former

?
For a large data enter, an example of metri would be to
minimize the number of physi al ma hines devoted to host virtual ma hines, giving su ient resour es to ea h virtual mahine. By minimizing this number, the data enter ould inrease the e ien y of the physi al ma hines, and the underlying virtualization te hnology will prevent ea h virtual ma hine
to interfere with others, from both a performan e and a se urity
prospe tive.
It will shown that this problem, stated in the most generally form, is NP-hard (it's a generalization of the lassi al 0/1
knapsa k problem), and its omplexity is daunting, requiring to
dene an heuristi to nd an approximate solution. We will also
present a geneti algorithm that appears promising in ta kling
this problem.
The dissertation is organized as follows.
In Chapter 2, the dierent virtualization te hniques are presented, analyzing them from an ar hite tural point of view,

to the latter, for a given metri
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broadly lassifying them in two ategories: te hniques that does
not rely on hardware feature to support virtualization, and te hniques that leverage on.
In Chapter 3, we move from a te hnology point of view towards an ar hite ture entri one, analyzing the performan es
problems that virtualization fa es. We put virtualization as an
asset of multi-tier distributed systems, and we des ribe it as a
fundamental blo k for autonomi omputing. Current works in
this eld la k of some degree of generality, and when we extend
the urrent available frameworks.
In Chapter 4, the mapping problem is formally dened, we
analyze its omputational omplexity, and develop some heuristi s [44℄ to solve it, omparing them to a geneti algorithm [45℄
we also propose. In this hapter, we see that the mapping problem is a generalization of the knapsa k problem, and we briey
analyze the s ar e literature on generalization of knapsa k problems.
In Chapter 5, we show simulation results for some interesting
data sets.
Chapter 6 ends this dissertation, briey re alling the results
we have found and proposing future enhan ements.

2

Virtualization
te hniques
2.1 A general denition of virtualization
Virtualization ould be dened as a two phase pro ess. In the
rst phase, some resour es of the same kind will be grouped together, hiding physi al boundaries; in the se ond phase, a portion is arved out from this aggregated ompound and presented
4
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to an user. There are many types of virtualization, depending
on the type of the aggregated resour e:
• Virtual LAN (VLAN): a VLAN [23℄ is a set of hosts that

ommuni ate as if they were on the same wire, unregarding their physi al lo ation. Even when the hosts are on
dierent physi al segment of the same LAN, the onguration made on network devi es like swit hes and routers
allows the hosts to share the same virtual segment, so
broad ast pa kets are forwarded only on the VLAN. This
will in rease se urity, by avoiding unauthorized hosts to
onne t to the virtual segment, and allows for the denition of per-segment Quality of Servi e poli ies;
• Storage Virtualization: a bun h of storage resour es (disks

or tapes) are grouped together, and the a ess to them is
sele tively dened by a management fun tion. In a Network Atta hed Storage (NAS) environment, and more in
a Storage Area Network (NAS) [55℄, it is possible do arve
out some resour es and allow one or more hosts to a ess
them. As a result, the hosts are omputing nodes that are
atta hed to the data. This allows for better and heaper
data onsolidation, ba kup and se urity;

• Runtime environments: this is the ase of many web based
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appli ations, running on Java or Flash. As an example,
when the user downloads a Java applet via the browser,
the applet is exe uted in the ontext of a Java Runtime
Environment (JRE) [74℄. The JRE virtualizes the omputing resour es to the applet in the sense that the applet
is written in a so alled byte ode, a ma hine language that
the JRE translates into real operations for the underlying
target pro essor. As a result, the same applet ould be exe uted over dierent pro essor ar hite tures, as long as a
JRE is provided. Besides this, the JRE denes a sandbox
that has some se urity onstraints, like an applet annot
a ess system les on the target ma hine.
All these examples, no way exhaustive, shows some of the benets of virtualization. By adding an intermediate layer between
physi al resour e and resour e demand, it's possible to multiplex, demultipex and routing requests to a single management
point, a hieving better s alability, manageability, performan es
and se urity.

2.
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Virtualization at the operating system level

Virtualization at the operating system level has been implemented for the rst time on the IBM S/360 system [8℄. In an
fundamental arti le on virtualization, Popek and Goldberg [86℄
dened the formal requirements for a virtualization ar hite ture.
We will base our exploration and taxonomy of virtualization
te hniques on that paper, so it's worthy to re ap it.
First, it's dened the on ept of Virtual Ma hine Monitor
(VMM) as a layer that separate the Virtual Ma hine (VM) - that
is, the operating system to be exe uted - from the underlying
hardware, as shown in gure 2.1.
Some of the instru tions of the VM ould trap, that in the
original arti le is dened by saving the program ounter to a
spe ied lo ation and then jumping to the address ontained in
another lo ation, where a trap routine is to be exe uted, with the
ma hine registers saved. The trap routine will do its own job,
then it restores the registers and return ontrol to the address
saved in the rst pla e. It's possibile to dene not blo king trap
routines. This me hanism is the pre ursor of today's system
alls, where a program request the operating system to perform
an operation on hardware resour es.
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Figure 2.1: VMM ar hite ture.
Trap are instrumental to lassify instru tion in three dierent groups:
• privileged instru tions: are the instru tions that auses a

trap;
• sensitive instru tions: they ame in two dierent types,

ontrol sensitive instru tions and behavior sensitive instru tions. To dene them in terms of urrent ar hite tures, we dene these instru tions as the ones whi h hanges
the pro essor mode (or returns it) or whi h exe ution depends on the real memory address of their operands;
• inno uous instru tions: all the remaining.
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The VMM should have some properties to allow for the exe ution of a VM on top of it:
• E ien y: Every instru tion that is inno uous is exe uted
dire tly by the underlying hardware, with no intervention
of the VMM;
• Resour e ontrol: The VM annot hange its resour es
quota: every request for more resour e is mediated by the
VMM;
• Equivalen e: Every program exe uted in the ontext of a
VM performs in an almost indistinguishable manner, as if
it were exe uted without a VMM interposing between the
VM and the hardware. In this ontext, almost indistinguishable means that it's allowed a ertain degree of deviation, as performan es may be a bit worse and resour es
availability ould be not identi al (be ause the VM annot
a ess dire tly the hardware).
The work of Papek and Goldberg is fundamental as they proof
the following theorem:
For any [ onventional third generation℄
ma hine monitor

ould be

omputer, a virtual

onstru ted if the set of sensitive in-
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stru tions is a subset of the privileged instru tion.

The theorem still holds for urrent ar hite ture, and we use
it as a riteria to dis riminate between virtualizable pro essor
ar hite ture (or so alled virtualization friendly) and the not
virtualizable ones: a pro essor ar hite ture is virtualizable if
and only if the exe ution of every sensitive instru tion eventually
result in a trap, as the trap routine ould be implemented by
the VMM.
It will be shown later that, surprisingly, the Intel x86 ar hite ture is not virtualization friendly.
2.3

Virtualization te hniques

In spite of the unifying denition stated above, there are some
dierent ways to virtualize an operating system. Broadly speaking, there is a trade o between the resulting performan es and
the spe trum of pro essors ar hite tures that ould be virtualized: to a hieve speed it's usually ne essary to fo us on a spe i
instru tion set and presenting the virtual ma hine a more generalized and less ustomizable abstra tion of physi al hardware,
whilst the exibility of having more instru tion sets or virtualized resour es usually in urs in performan es penalties. We
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identify four dierent virtualization te hniques.
2.3.1

Binary translation

In this approa h, a software layer translates operations from
the virtual ma hine set to the physi al ma hine set, allowing for
ode optimization and translation a he e ien y. The virtualization layer ould do a so alled ross virtualization, where the
virtual ma hine instru tion set and physi al ma hine instru tion
set are ompletely dierent - requiring to ompletely translate
the former into the latter - or a partial virtualization, where
inno uous instru tion are exe uted dire tly by the hardware (in
a ontext set up by the VMM) and riti al ones are translated
by the VMM that operates as a resour es' broker.
2.3.2

Para-virtualization

The operating system of the virtual ma hine is modied in su h
a way that every system all that should have a essed the hardware is instead mapped in an system all exe uted by and in the
ontext of the VMM. The modi ation of the to be virtualized
operating system ould be unfeasible when it's released only in
losed sour e format.
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Hardware assisted virtualization

The instru tion set has been augmented with operations that
en ompasses portion of ma hine ode. This se tions are exeuted in a virtual ma hine ontext, whi h is dierent from the
physi al ma hine ontext. The VMM has some degree of ontrol
over the operations made by a spe i virtual ma hine, ranging
from a no trust relationship (every I/O operation performed by
the virtual ma hine is trapped and results in the exe ution of the
VMM that operates as a ontrol interfa e) to a total trust relationship, where the virtual ma hine ould dire tly a ess every
hardware in the system. The latter results in in reased speed
and diminished se urity.
2.3.4

Light weight virtualization

The operating system of the physi al ma hine is hanged to
allow dierent and not- ommuni ating namespa es for the different resour e lasses. As a result, there are some zones (to
use a typi al terminology) and ea h one has its own le system, users, pro esses namespa e and hardware view. It ould
be argued that this approa h is not a virtualization, mainly beause it la ks generality (all the running instan es are sharing
the same operating system), but it's widely adopted to solve
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some problems that otherwise require a traditional virtualization te hnique, while experien ing nearly no performan e penalties.
2.4

VMM implementations

A number of ompeting produ ts, both open and losed sour e,
are available as VMM. In this se tion we see the most representative of them, fo using on the adopted virtualization te hnique.
2.4.1

QEMU

QEMU [16℄, written by Fabri e Bellard, is an open sour e mahine emulator and virtualizer. It ould operate as a virtualizer,
when the virtual ma hine instru tion set and physi al ma hine
instru tion set are the same, or as an emulator, apable of translating instru tion set from seven dierent pro essor ar hite ture
to some target ar hite ture, plus virtualizing system hardware
to allow for a omplete operating system virtualization.
QEMU is a dynami translator, i.e. the ode translated is
stored in a translation a he where it ould be reused to in rease
e ien y. The translation pro ess of QEMU is fully do umented
in [38℄, and it will be briey shown here as it highlights the
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general approa h for binary translation.
Consider the following PowerPC instru tion:
addi r1 , r1 , − 16

# r1 = r1 −16

that must be translated into Intel x86 ode. First, there will
be generated some mi ro operations, that are independent of
the nal target:
movl_T0_r1
addl_T0_im −16
movl_r1_T0

# T0 = r1
# T0 = T0 − 16
# r1 = T0

the T0 and T1 register are typi ally stored in host register
due the optimization made by the GCC ompiler. The rst of
the mi ro operation is typi ally oded as:
void op_molv_T0_r1( void ) {
To = env−>r e g s [ 1 ℄ ;
}
where env is the stru ture ontaining the CPU state of the
virtual ma hine.
The ode generated is then translated in physi al ma hine
ode by the GCC ompiler, and the result will be (for an Intel
x86 target):
# movl_T0_r1
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# ebx = env−>regs [ 1 ℄
mov 0x4(%ebp ) , %ebx
# addl_T0_im −16
# ebx = ebx − 16
add $ 0 X f f f f f f f 0 ,%ebx
# movl_r1_T0
# env−>regs [1℄= ebx
mov %ebx , 0x4(%ebp )
QEMU is a dynami translator as it uses a 16 MByte a he
that holds the most re ently used translation blo ks (TB). After
the exe ution of every TB, the next instru tion to be exe uted
will be determined by examining the state of the emulated CPU;
if the jump point is in the a he, the ode is exe uted dire tly,
otherwise the translation pro ess takes pla e. A TB ould be
pat hed dire tly to the logi al following one when the jump destination is known.
More omplex problem arises with self-modifying ode, as
the appli ations written for the Intel x86 ar hite ture does not
signal a he invalidation that ould trigger the removing of a
stale TB.
With a dynami ode translator is possible to exe ute an ap-
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pli ation written for a dierent pro essor ar hite ture, but an
entire operating system requires the virtualization of the hardware. QEMU allows for a limited set of virtualized hardware.
It's possible to have up to two EIDE hard disks, a basi video
VGA ard, one or more Fast Ethernet NIC; while it's also possible to onne t dire tly the USB subsystem of the virtual mahine to the physi al USB subsystem.
The virtualized hard disks are mapped as le on the physial ma hine. This will result in a signi ant performan e loss,
as every I/O request made from the virtualized ma hine will
traverse the virtualized operating system sta k, resulting in a
sequen e of I/O operations intertwined with virtualized OS operations, and ea h I/O operation will ultimately result in a I/O
operation made on the image le on the physi al system, requiring for being made traversing again the sta k of an operating
system, in this ase the physi al one. The nal result is that the
data path is doubled. QEMU has some exibility in the image
le format, it's possibile to have a opy-on-write format le, but
this ar hite ture won't help for performan es.
The network ard emulation has some interesting features.
Ea h virtual ma hine ould have one or more NICs, and these
NICs ould be logi ally organized in several ways. It's possible to have two virtual ma hines on the same private LAN,
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ompletely hidden from the rest of the world, bridged on the
physi al LAN or even on a UDP multi ast network that ould
span several physi al ma hines.
2.4.2

VMWare

VMWare [24℄ is the market leader in the virtualization eld,
thanks to its performan es and management tools. Produ ts
from VMWare range from VMWare Player, that is only apable
of run a virtual ma hine, to the VMWare Infrastru ture suite,
that has the ability to manage resour es allo ation, performing
live ba kup of running virtual ma hines, moving them from a
physi al ma hine to another with very little servi e interruption.
VMWare rea ted to the introdu tion of the open sour e Xen
hypervisor (dis ussed below) by releasing its VMWare server
free but losed sour e, to gain and maintain market share at
the expenses of the new omer. Unfortunately, the li ense of
VMWare server di tates that ben hmark are possible only when
the methodology has been approved by VMWare In ., and as a
result of this there are very few s ienti papers on the internals
of this VMM.
One of these is [30℄, where the fo us is in ontrasting that
hardware assisted virtualization (hardware VMM in the arti le)

2.
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has overall better performan e.
To a hieve maximum speed, it's imperative that, as stated in
[86℄, most part of the

ode is exe uted dire tly by the underlying

physi al pro essor, but this is impossible with the Intel x86 proessor ar hite ture, as there are instru tions that are sensitive
but not trappable. As an example, the Current Privilege Level
(CPL)

ould be obtained by reading the low two bits of the

ode segment sele tor register (%

s),

and the

(pop ags) exe uted by a privileged pro ess

popf

instru tion

ould modify the

IF ags that governs the interrupt delivery, an operation that an
unprivileged guest

annot do [92℄. As a result, it's ne essary to

have a binary translator that, for su h virtualization unfriendly
operations, simulates their exe ution in a virtual

ontext. The

translator adopted by VMWare is:

•

Binary: its input is Intel x86

•

Dynami

and on demand: translation happens at runtime,

and only when

•

ode;

ode is about to be exe uted;

System level: the are no assumption about the guest

ode,

the ABI is the x86 Industry Standard Ar hite ture (ISA);

•

Subsetting: the input is the full set of Intel x86 operations,
the output is a subset of them (typi ally only user-mode
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instru tions);
• Adaptive: translated ode is adjusted in response to guest

behavior hange to improve e ien y.
The last property is worthy noting. When a CPU en ounters
a trap for a privileged instru tion, it has to jump to a trap
routine (typi ally an operating system entry point) to deal with
it, and this ould be expensive. A binary translator ould avoid
it, by repla ing the original ode with a routine (that, being
exe uted by a program, is in user mode and not in kernel mode).
As an example, the rdts instru tion for the Intel Pentium
ar hite ture, takes 2030 y les for a lassi al trap and emulate
exe ution, and only 216 for the binary translation. This ould
deal with a minor part of the sensitive instru tions, as loads and
stores ould a ess sensitive data as page tables. The adopted
approa h is that an instru tion is translated identi ally (i.e., not
translated) and exe uted by the physi al pro essor. If a trap
happens, next time the same instru tion will be re-translated to
avoid the trap, maybe invoking an interpreter.
VMWare has put a lot of eort in the management and onguration tools, both for a single system and for an entire data
enter. Although the only virtualized operating system are the
ones for the Intel x86 ar hite ture, for ea h virtual ma hine is
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possible to dene an arbitrary number of virtualized peripherals, in luding storage systems, network ards, video ards and
USB devi es. Hard disks an be mapped into a le image, a
disk partition or an iSCSI target [13℄ to a hieve maximum performan es. The network ould be ongurated to have a virtual
ma hine that has an host-only network (i.e., it ommuni ates
only with the physi al ma hine it's instantiated on), a NAT
network (where the physi al ma hine a ts as a Network Address Translator), or to have a unique, externally a essible IP
address.
The real value of the VMWare suites omes with the VMWare
Infrastru ture, that allows for a entral administration of hundreds of virtual ma hines, over dozens of dierent physi al mahines, allowing for load balan ing, high availability and live
migration (moving a virtual ma hine from one physi al node to
another [82℄) with little servi e disruption.
2.4.3

Xen

Xen [25℄ was originally developed at the University of Cambridge Computer Lab [26℄ as a framework to have an homogeneous omputing environment over a high performan e omputing grid. Performan es were so good that a ompany was
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Figure 2.2: Xen ar hite ture.
founded to gain paying ustomers for management tools (the hypervisor itself is released under the GNU Publi Li ense); later
the ompany has been a quired by Citrix.
In the Xen language, both physi al and virtual operating
systems are alled domains, with dom0 indi ating the hypervisor and domU for the unprivileged domains, i.e. the virtual
ma hines. The gure 2.2 shows the Xen ar hite ture [36℄.
Xen adopts the para-virtualization approa h, borrowed from
the Denali system [102℄: the appli ation ABI remains un hanged,
but the virtualized operating system has some modi ations (in
the order of thousands of lines of ode), with the introdu tion
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of hyper alls.
An hyper all is essentially a way to ontrol intera tions between a virtual ma hine operating system and the physi al mahine operating system. The hyper all interfa e allows domains
to perform a syn hronous software trap to perform a privileged
operation, analogous to the system alls found in the operating
system. Data transfers are managed via I/O rings, essentially a
produ er- onsumer buer of I/O le des riptors, with a general
interfa e that ould be used for almost every kind of I/O devi e
intera tion.
CPU s heduling between dierent domains is made with
three dierent s hedulers as Xen 3.0: the Borrowed Virtual Time
(BVT) s heduling algorithm [59℄, that is work- onserving and
apable of a low laten y wake up when a domain re eives an
event; the Simple Earliest Deadline First (sEDF) that ould
be both work- onserving and not work- onserving, but la ks a
global load balan ing between dierent CPUs; the Credit S heduler that is also global load balan ing although not preemptive,
and has a s heduling period hard- oded at 30 ms [47℄.
Network interfa es are quite omplex [28℄: the foundation of
the ar hite ture is a Virtual Firewall Router (VFR), with ea h
domain using one or more Virtual Network Interfa es (VIF).
The end result is that ea h domain sees one or more typi al
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NIC, but the administration of the VFR ould be hallenging.
Storage systems for the domU are modeled as Virtual Blo k
Devi es (VBD): the dom0 ould map them into les, partitions
or LUNs. It's also possible to bla k list a PCI devi e for the
dom0, leaving it in the ex lusive a ess of one or more domU.
Xen has the ability to perform a live migration, with very
little QoS loss [49℄. On [97℄ it's exposed an ar hite ture that
allows for migration over a MAN/WAN, at the expense of having a dedi ated ommuni ation ir uit. On [43℄ it's shown an
extension that also allows for migration of the lo al le system
(hypervisors assume that the lo al le system ould also be a essed from the destination physi al ma hine, requiring a NAS
or SAN infrastru ture).
Che kpointing, as the ability to save and restore often from
a saved image that ontains also the persistent state, is under
development, allowing for a global he kpointing of an entire
luster of virtualized ma hines [54℄.
Xen performan es are of the utmost interest, as the paravirtualization has a very low impa t, at the ost of requiring to
hange both the dom0 and the domU operating system. This
is infeasible for operating systems released only in binary form
(like Mi rosoft's Windows line of produ ts), but Xen also supports the hardware assisted virtualization des ribed below.
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Xen has found its way in the mainline Linux kernel, after
some time where its integration with the operating system was
the premiere feature of enterprise oriented Linux distribution as
Red Hat RHEL and Novell SuSE server.
2.4.4

Hardware assisted virtualization

The Intel x86 ar hite ture is not a virtualization-friendly one.
As a result, until some years ago the only available hypervisors
are binary translator (as VMWare) or para-virtualizer (as Xen).
In 2006, Intel has announ ed the VT-x ar hite ture for hardware
assisted virtualization for the x86 pro essor family, and the VT-i
for the Itanium family [12℄.
With the VT-x extension, there are available two new CPU
operations, the VMX root operation and the VMX non-root
operation.
The VMX root operation is intended for a VMM, and it's
very similar to a traditional IA-32 operation. VMX non-root is
intended to support and isolate the exe ution of a virtual mahine, allowing the VMM to dene a degree of trust for the virtual ma hine, granting some dire t intera tions with the hardware.
A VM entry is the transition from the VMX root operation
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to the VMX non-root operation, the opposite transition is a
VMX exit. The Virtual Ma hine Control Stru ture (VMCS)
manages these transitions, being omposed of a guest state area
and an host state area. Pro essor state is loaded from the gueststate area on every VM entry, while it's restored from the hoststate area on every VM exit. Exits happen always for some
instru tions, for others it depends on some variables and ags
in the VMCS, that ould be set only in the VMX root operation
mode. As an example, the VMCS ould dene how to deliver
interrupts (every interrupt results in a VM exit with no mask, or
the guest is able to re eive interrupts), hoose to allow the guest
to dire tly a ess some spe ial register (that denes paging or
oating point operation mode), whi h ex eptions ause a VM
exit, whi h I/O operations are allowed (by dening a eptable
I/O port range).
This exibility allows for a ner grain of ontrol, be ause
a VMM ould hoose to give a spe i virtual ma hine more
privileges, resulting in fewer VM exits and entries. As noted
in [30℄, ea h entry or exit is analogous to a ontext swit h, resulting in some performan e losses. The exa t penalty varies
a lot, be ause it depends on the number of privileged instru tions (in [30℄, one test is based on the virtualization of a ode
that reates forty thousand pro esses, a very un ommon appli-
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ation behavior). Nevertheless, the performan e problem must
be addressed.
As a result of the growing on erns, the se ond generation of
virtualization apable pro essor has some new features. AMD,
that developed a similar ar hite ture alled Pa i a, presented
the Bar elona pro essor, that has a third level a he and a virtualized address translation, instead of a shadow paging, that
should substantially redu e the memory performan e loss. Intel has instead developed the Virtualization Te hnology for Dire ted I-O [10℄, that allows for a dire t remapping of DMA transfers and devi e generated interrupts.
It must be noted that an hardware assisted virtualization is
the only way to virtualize an operating system that's available
only in losed sour e form (like Mi rosoft Windows series), but
to get the best performan e it ould be required to use spe i
drivers in the guest kernel. The so alled para-virtualized (PV)
drivers are drivers engineered to work optimally in a guest environment, where there's no need to a ess dire tly the hardware
(and, in fa t, trying to do that will usually auses a VM exit)
[29℄.
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Lightweight virtualization

The VMM seen so far allows for multiple and dierent operating
systems hosted on the same physi al ma hines, giving a high
degree of exibility. In some s enarios, there is no need for
using dierent operating systems (or even dierent version of
the same), it's su ient to have multiple views of the same
system. This approa h is the generalization of the jail or hroot
se urity feature found on Unix system: a pro ess is restri ted
to intera t with a subset of the system les, so a ompromission
of it wouldn't allow the atta ker to manipulate others program
les and resour es. From the system point of view, the les
namespa e has been split, as two dierent pro esses may refer
to dierent les even when they use the same (lo al) name. If
this splitting is extended to all the system's resour es, we have
a lightweight (or ontainer based) virtualization [96℄.
Example of this are the OpenVZ extension to Linux kernel
[18℄, the Linux-VServer proje t [15℄ and the Solaris 10 operating
system [20℄.
OpenVZ alls ea h autonomous namespa e as a virtual environment (VE), alled zones in Solaris. With ontainer based
virtualization there's only one operating system running on the
hardware, and ea h ontainer an use a spe i amount of sys-
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tem resour es. OpenVZ denes this resour es limits as bean
ounters, and they are in pla e for ea h possible resour e type.
In fa t, resour es management within ontainers is far more simple, as there's only one operating system that must be enhan ed
to govern that, making also possible to hange these limits even
at run-time. Overhead is also negligible [95℄, allowing for instantiating even hundreds of ontainers in the same physi al
ma hine, making this solutions parti ularly appealing for Internet Servi e Providers where ea h hosted site ould oin ide with
a virtual ontainer.
2.4.6

Other VMMs

There are many VMM solutions today, from resear h prototypes
to produ tion ready infrastru tures. We ite here some of them
presenting interesting features:
Terra [62℄ is a VMM that allows for Trusted Computing. A virtual ma hine ould be instantiated as an openbox, allowing for data a ess and modi ation from the
administrator of the physi al ma hine, or as a losed box,
where these operations are prohibited. Also, the Terra
hypervisor automati ally analyzes the images of a losed
box virtual ma hines to get sure they have not been tam-

Terra:
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pered. This experimental approa h allows for high sensitive se ure virtual ma hines (e.g. voting ma hine) to be
allo ated over ommodity hardware;
the Partitioned Reliable Operating Systems [63℄,
based on the Logi al Partitioning (LPAR). The hypervisor, rHype, is a para-virtualization engine that uses a
round robin xed slot CPU s heduler. This simple s heduler redu es the OS interferen e [64℄, whi h happens when
there's some jitter in the exe ution sequen e of dierent
virtual ma hine, a plague that is more evident on general
purpose VMM like Xen or VMWare as the VMM are a
omponent of a general purpose operating system. This
la ks of stri t timing oordination ould easily destroy aggregated performan es in a High Performan e Computing
s enario;

P.R.O.S.E.:

it's a GPL released binary translator made by
Innotek and now developed by Sun;

Virtual Box:

it's a Linux kernel module that oers hardware assisted
virtualization. Due to its integration with the kernel and
its limited omplexity, it will be the de fa to standard for
virtualization with Linux in the next following years;

KVM:
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it's a para-virtualizer for the Linux Kernel, made in

less than 5000 lines of

Hyper-V:

ode [14℄;

it's the virtualization te hnology made by Mi rosoft

and made available for Windows Server 2008 and Windows
Vista. It leverages on hardware support for virtualization.

2.5

Hardware virtualization

In this se tion, we dis uss in details how a
ould be virtualized, i.e.

how it

omputer

omponent

ould be abstra ted and pre-

sented to one or more virtual ma hines, preventing ea h one of
them to a

2.5.1

ess or interferes with others' data.

Pro essor

Pro essor virtualization is usually a simple topi . For the Popek
and Goldberg prin iple stated above, the most portion of instru tions are exe uted dire tly by the pro essor itself, for a ura y and performan es.

Only sensitive instru tions require

to be inter epted and somehow managed by the VMM. When
this happens, there's a pro ess analogous to a
pro essor's

ontext swit h:

urrent registers are saved, the handling routine is

exe uted, and then saved registers are restored.
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It's also required some level of prote tion for riti al stru tures stored in memory, and this is usually done by leveraging
on pro essors' a ess ontrol me hanisms. In the Intel x86 arhite ture, ea h pro ess ould run in one of four privilege level,
the less privileged numbered 3 and the most privileged numbered 0. In a no virtualized s enario, operating system runs at
0 level, and appli ations run at 3, leaving levels 1 and 2 unused.
With a hypervisors like Xen or VMWare, the hypervisor and
its operating system still running at level 0, meaning full a ess
to memory and devi es, and the virtualized ma hines run in an
intermediate level. This is the main reason why it is di ult to
virtualize an hypervisor.
2.5.2

Memory and DMA

In a modern ar hite ture, ea h pro ess has asso iated its own
unique address spa e, and instru tions and data are stored in a
virtual address spa e. The virtual address spa e is implemented
by the Memory Management Unit (MMU) that gets the virtual
address and returns the physi al address. This onversion is
per pro ess, meaning that two dierent pro esses will usually
have the same virtual address mapped into two dierent physi al addresses (although it's possible for two pro esses to share
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memory; also, two threads of the same pro ess will usually share
memory).
This translation is made up by organizing the memory spa e
of a pro ess in a hierar hi al stru ture, the page dire tory, the
root of whi h is a part of the pro ess ontext (on x86 ar hite ture is a CPU register). A virtual address is omposed of two
parts, the dire tory part and the oset. The dire tory part will
be ombined with the page dire tory to determine the physi al
page, whi h is added to the oset to get the physi al address
[58℄.
This operation, alled page tree walking, will require traversing the multi-level tree page table. Ea h Page Table Entry
(PTE) has the same size of a page table, whi h is 4 KiB or
4 MiB on Intel x86 ar hite ture (other ar hite tures ould have
dierent page size oexisting in the system): as there are many
of them, the PTEs are stored in memory. So, every time the
dire tory part of the virtual address hanges, it ould be required to a ess some PTEs in memory, resulting in very poor
performan es. To avoid this, a MMU is equipped with a Translation Look-Aside Buer (TLB), whi h is a spe ialized a he for
virtual memory onversion lookups.
The problem asso iated with the TLB is that, as a a he,
must from time to time to be invalidated. When a ontext
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swit h o urs, or when there is a transition between the kernel
mode and the user mode (to adopt the Intel x86 nomen lature),
the TLB will refer to a page table that is no longer the urrent
page table, so it must be invalidated. As a result, the in oming
memory a esses will require a page tree walking, until the TLB
gets relled.
A typi al pattern on a modern system is when a pro ess
(running on user mode) requires an operation to the operating
system by issuing a system all: the pro essor swit hes to kernel
mode, the operating system will hopefully honor the requests,
then the pro essor goes ba k to user mode and the pro ess exeution resumes. This ow has two transitions in it (the rst from
user mode to kernel mode, and the se ond from kernel mode to
user mode), whi h in a naive TLB implementation would require
two TLB invalidations. This is usually a waste of resour es, beause a better approa h would be to sele tively invalidate some
of the TLB lines. If the kernel omputation is small (as usually
it is), the number of the referen ed memory addresses is also
small, so only some of the TLB lines must be invalidated.
This optimization requires that ea h TLB line is tagged, asso iating to it the page table whi h it refers to. Tagging is also
useful for pro ess swit hing (when pro esses are swit hed often)
and when there's a thread swit hing, as in su h a ase no TLB
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invalidation is needed.
Figure 2.3 (adapted from [57℄) shows the general s heme for
memory virtualization, stressing that the datapath required for
onverting a virtual memory address of a virtual ma hine to
a physi al address is almost doubled with respe t to the no
virtualized s enario: rst, a virtual ma hine virtual memory
address is translated into the physi al ma hine guest address,
and then the latter is translated into a physi al ma hine real
address.

Software memory virtualization
The VMWare hypervisor assumes that the hardware has not
been enhan ed for virtualization (although, when this is the
ase, it uses some of the available hardware features), so it works
by deriving shadow stru tures from guest level primary stru ture.
Some of these stru ture ould be mapped into the state of a
virtual ma hine (i.e. pro essor state), some others as the page
table dire tory will ne essarily reside in memory. These stru tures are also privileged, so the VMM must prote t them from
unauthorized a ess, with the ompli ation that modi ations
of these will usually not generate traps, and they ould even be
modied by an I/O operation, when the I/O devi e is memory
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mapped.
VMWare use the hardware prote tion me hanism to prote t and tra e modi ation to the shadow stru tures [30℄. If
the PTEs are prote ted, every a esses to them will be trapped
(the virtual ma hines are running de-privileged) and the ontrol is transferred to the VMM. The VMM de odes the faulting instru tion, emulates its ee t on the primary stru ture,
and then propagates the modi ation on the shadow stru ture.
VMM must distinguish between true page faults, aused by the
violation of the poli y en oded by the guest PTEs (this happens when a virtualized pro ess tries to a ess another virtualized pro ess's memory spa e) and hidden page faults, aused by
misses in the page table. True page faults are forwarded to the
guest (that ould faults and kills the oending pro ess) whilst
hidden page faults auses the VMM to onstru t an appropriate
shadow PTE, and then resuming guest exe ution. The tra es
are used to keep in syn the shadow PTEs and the primary
PTEs.

Hardware memory virtualization
In the para-virtualized approa h, the virtual ma hine operating
system is slightly modied, to made ooperation between it and
the hypervisor simpler and more e ient. In the Xen hypervi-
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sor, the privileged dom0 and the less privileged domU domains
don't have unrestri ted a ess to physi al memory. The VMM
reates its own page table for ea h domain, and the virtual mahines onstru t their page table in a way that is similar for the
para-virtualized and hardware virtualized ase. Every time the
virtual ma hine operating system modies its page table, the
VMM is invoked, and it will update its shadow page table.
This approa h is quite expensive, for the TLB invalidation
to take pla e and the reation and maintenan e of a shadow
page table stru ture.
Intel has dened the Extended Page Tables (EPTs) [9℄, and
AMD the Nested Page Table (NPTs) for the Bar elona pro essor [100, 3℄: both allow the virtual ma hine operating system
to produ e host virtual addresses from guest virtual addresses.
The host virtual address is then translated into physi al host
address by using a per-virtual ma hine page tree, with a very
little performan e penalty, as this se ond step is done at proessor speed without external memory a esses. At the time
of this writing, these extension are not generally available, but
ben hmarks appear promising [68, 5, 35℄.
Also, the result of this omplex address translation is stored
into a TLB line. AMD has proposed a 1-bit tag extension with
the Pa i a virtualization extension, alled the Address Spa e
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ID (ASID) [42℄. This one bit tag ould distinguish between
VMM's address spa e and guests' address spa e, allowing the
operating system to avoid ushing the entire TLB every time
the VMM is entered or exited. Intel has Virtual Pro essor IDs
(VPIDs) for the same purpose.
Even with hardware support, the entire memory addresses
onversion pro ess is quite omplex, as it requires that two different memory s hedulers (one for the virtual ma hine and one
used by the VMM) must ooperate. As the memory s heduler
is the most omplex and tuned omponent of the operating system, this eort is daunting, and is for su h reasons that the
Linux KVM VMM [17℄ is gaining in popularity: There's only
one s heduler, enhan ed with virtualization oriented features
that also leverage massively on hardware features, resulting in
one single implementation to be maintained (if the running virtual ma hine is Linux) instead of two.

DMA Memory pinning
DMA apable devi es usually side-step the CPU while transferring large amounts of data. To keep devi e's implementation
simple, usually they don't have any idea about virtual memory,
not to mention virtual ma hines. This will require that, during an I/O operation, the used memory region must be xed
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(pinned). This approa h should be extended when an I/O operation is issued by a virtual ma hine, and the

ommon approa h

is by the use of a lo king me hanism. The VMM should manage
lo ks to avoid

oni ts and deadlo ks between virtual ma hines.

To help virtualization of DMA fun tion, Intel has developed
the Intel Virtualization Dire ted I/O [10℄ and AMD has introdu ed the IOMMU unit [4℄.

2.5.3
In

Storage

ontrast to other peripherals, the virtualization of the storage

is mu h more simpler.

We stress out that in this paragraph

with storage virtualization we dene the reservation of spe i
portion of a system storage spa e (made up of lo al and remote
disks, tapes and whatever) for the ex lusive use of one or more
virtual ma hine.

The most

ommon

ase is when a portion

of storage spa e is reserved for use by a single virtual ma hine,
analogously to the no virtualized s enario, although it's possibile
that two or more virtual ma hines share a data storage area (as
an example, a quorum disk).
All VMMs have some degree of exibility in
to

hoosing how

arve out the area to be assigned to a virtual ma hine.

ould be an image le, i.e.

It

a single big le on the physi al
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system that the virtual ma hine a esses as an entire disk, with
the VMM that maps the read and write requests of the virtual
ma hine to read and write requests on the le. This approa h
oers a great degree of exibility (all the storage of the virtual
ma hines is ontained in a le, whi h ould be easily ba ked up
and restored) and it's possible to dene snapshots of the le,
whi h are oherent point-in-time opies of the virtual ma hine
storage, allowing for qui kly restoring of the virtual ma hine's
status. The main drawba k of this approa h is performan e
penalty: the datapath required for an I/O requests is doubled.
On the other side, it's possible to assign an entire disk (or a
partition on it) to a virtual ma hine, at the expense of some
management and exibility issues, gaining on performan es as
the datapath is redu ed (the le system layer of the physi al
ma hine is skipped).
It has to be noted that storage availability is, nearly, the
availability of the entire system, as it's the far most ommon
ause of system outages. A areful planning of a virtual mahine installation should try to balan e between easy of management, ba king up, migration and performan es, avoiding unne essary dupli ation of eorts, the most typi al of it being a
redundan y system like RAID doubled on the physi al and virtual ma hine: it's usually su ient that the virtual ma hine
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ignores every problem related to redundan y, seeing only a simple storage system, where the VMM ould better map it to a
redundant data storage area.
On the same side, today's storage for server is usually remote, by using NAS or SAN infrastru tures. All of them aren't
virtualization-aware. As an example, a SAN server ould be ongured to sele tively presents LUNs to a physi al server, identied by a physi al onne tion (zoning). If this LUN ontains data
storage for a virtual ma hine running into the physi al server, a
migration of this virtual ma hine will require to re ongure the
SAN server, as the LUN ontaining the virtual ma hine data
should be, from now on, only a essed from the new server,
whilst the old server must be disallowed to a ess the data, as
the migration has been ompleted. This will require a oordination between the VMM and the SAN, and the SAN must
trust the VMM, whi h in this s enario is usually deployed and
distributed among dierent servers. On [76℄ it's presented the
N_Port Identier Virtualization extension for the Xen VMM
to solve this. Others high availability solutions will program
the SAN swit h to sele tively allow or forbid data a ess as the
virtual ma hines are being moved over the infrastru ture.
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Network

Network virtualization refers to the ability to oer to ea h virtual ma hine a NIC interfa e, allowing it to send and re eive
network tra without interferen e, snooping or servi e degradation aused by the other virtual ma hines.
Network interfa e is omplex as the network tra is unsoli ited, requiring the VMM to be prepared to re eive and respond to tra that ould be re eived at any time.

Private devi es
The rst approa h, adopted by the IBM S/360, onsisted on
assigning a physi al network interfa e to ea h virtual ma hine
(this was also made for other devi es su h terminals, disks and
so on). Transfers to and from the network ard were made by
hannel programs, doing programmed I/O to transfer data from
and to the memory.
Modern virtualization systems also allow for the private devi e I/O, as Xen does with the p iba k module. This approa h
as a relative degree of exibility, as it requires that the VMM
must boot with a onguration that prevents some PCI devi es
(identied by their slot and PCI number) to be ongured by
the dom0 kernel, and then it's possible to ongure a virtual
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ma hine to dire tly intera t with the PCI devi e by onguring
its des ription le [27℄. Although it's possible to reassign a PCI
devi e to another virtual ma hine, the set of dire tly a essed
devi es ould be hanged only by a VMM reboot.
The same approa h is also used by the IBM Logi al Partitioning (LPAR) ar hite ture for the Power4 pro essor, relying
on spe i pro essor features.
More re ent approa hes as the LPAR for the Power4 proessor allow for isolated a ess at the PCI-level, leveraging on a
IOMMU unit that reates a I/O page table for ea h devi e, with
memory mappings from the pages owned by the virtual ma hine
to the assigned devi e. As a result, for ea h DMA operation the
pro essor onsults the IOMMU, disabling I/O a ess to devi es
not owned by the virtual ma hine.
The private devi e approa h has a lear advantage, performan es maximization, but at the expense of a possible underutilization (or over-provisioning) of physi al resour es. Also, the
DMA memory pinning problem dis ussed in se tion 2.5.2 ould
also severely restri t the feasibility of this approa h for a given
network devi e.
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Shared devi es
In the Xen ar hite ture, the shared a ess to the network is
made by using a virtualized spool-le interfa e, alled an I/O
domain. The VMM interprets readings on this buer as re eiving a network pa ket, and writing to it as sending a network
pa ket. As the gure 2.4 shows, the Xen VMM ould be de omposed in two elements, the hypervisor and the driver domain
(the Xen ar hite ture is the ommon approa h for shared devi es virtualization). The hypervisor is the abstra tion layer
between the virtual ma hine and the real hardware, and ea h
I/O devi e is managed by a I/O domain, whi h runs a Linux
kernel. Ea h virtual ma hine ould ommuni ate with a devi e
by using a front-end driver, whi h then onne ts to a ba k-end
driver.
As an example, when a pa ket is transmitted from a virtual
ma hine, it's opied (or remapped) from the front-end driver
to the ba k-end driver, and then queued for transmission from
the NIC. An interrupt is generated when a pa ket is re eived,
triggering the opy (or remap) of the pa ket from the ba k-end
driver to the spe i front-end driver. The ba k-end driver is
apable of dispat hing the network pa ket to the spe i virtual ma hine be ause it inspe ts the pa ket, sees the MAC ad-
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dress and then routes it a ordingly to the destination front-end
driver. After the opy of the network data, a virtual interrupt
is sent to the virtual ma hine, whi h will in turn wake up the
front-end driver and pro ess the pa ket.
Data prote tion and isolation between the dierent virtual
ma hine is ensured by the driver domain. This approa h results
in some overhead, as it's possible that data must be opied from
and to memory, and the number of interrupts required to pro ess
a network pa ket is doubled. A spe ialized driver ould result
in a substantial in rease in performan e [29℄, by doing memory
mapping and not memory opying and avoiding to he k for
transmission errors, as this ontrol is also made by the ba k-end
driver. Another problem is that the I/O domain must be s heduled to allow for pa ket pro essing, and the only way to avoid it
is to move the ba k-end driver ode into the hypervisor, resulting in a bigger hypervisor, more exposed to aws and se urity
related problems.

Con urrent Dire t Network A ess
A modern NIC interfa e is usually organized with more than
one queue for pa ket transmission and re eption. This is done
be ause, to in rease availability, it's usually better to bond together two or more network ards, presenting them as a unique
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network devi e, and then onguring them with two or more
IP addresses: if a network ard fails, the others will ontinue
to work, with a minimal servi e disruption (also, on multi- ore
ma hines, this prevents for global lo king on network resour es,
as it's possible to assign a queue to one spe i ore).
This hardware feature is employed in the Con urrent Dire t
Network A ess (CDNA), where ea h one of this queues ould be
assigned to a spe i virtual ma hines, as the gure 2.5 shows.
The hypervisor treats ea h queue as if it were a physi al
network ard, assigning ownership of it to a virtual ma hine,
without the need to dene an I/O domain, resulting in near zero
overhead: interrupts are routed dire tly to the virtual ma hine
owner of the queue, and the virtual ma hine reads and writes
dire tly on the queue.
Memory prote tion is a bit more omplex, as there's no more
a driver domain that ould validate memory a ess to the devi e. The problem is exa erbated in the Intel x86 ar hite ture,
where I/O devi es have only physi al addresses. On this ar hite ture, the hypervisor must validate ea h buer, ensuring that
every virtual ma hine does not add to or remove from the queue
pa kets belonging to a queue it does not own, and preventing
the queue ownership from hanging, onsidering this a privileged
operation. It should be noted that these two tasks are the same
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made by a MMU with respe t to memory a ess, so the general availability of a IOMMU will eliminate these burdens from
the hypervisor. The performan es of CNDA are su h that the
transmission throughput is linear with the in reasing number
of virtual ma hines, while the shared devi e approa h a la Xen
de reases exponentially. The performan e gap for re eiving is
redu ed, as Xen works better when demultiplexes re eived pa kets [91℄. Intel has developed the Virtual Ma hine Devi e Queue
to ee tively implement the CDNA network virtualization [11℄.
2.6

Con luding remarks

Virtualization dates ba k in omputer history, and omes in
many dierent forms. Providing and leveraging hardware features to get the best from this approa h to omputation is a omplex pro ess, as there are many inter-dependen ies and many
dierent approa hes, that must be evaluated against requirements and provided features.

3

Virtualization
ar hite tures
The dierent hypervisors that have been presented throughout
Chapter 2 are merely te hniques that ould be used when virtualization has to be put in pla e in a system. In this hapter
we analyze the next logi al step, where virtualization is an arhite tural asset that brings value to a distributed system, and
not only an available feature. It has to be noted that hypervisors' makers put a lot of emphasis in the server onsolidation
50
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s enario, where some (and possibly many) lega y systems are
virtualized. This is a ost-savvy strategy, but virtualization has
a lot more to oer when it's an integral part of a distributed
system.
A distributed system is usually designed and built up (often
with a trial and error approa h) with a list of desired features,
both measurable and not-measurable, that drive the design proess. Some of the features that ould take a great benet from
virtualization are:
• e ien y: the average server usually works at 10-15% of

its apa ity, with some temporary surges. By pa king
some (virtual) servers into a physi al one, it's possible to
ut down ele tri ity and maintenan e osts;
• availability: by leveraging on live migration, it's possible

to migrate a running virtual ma hine from one physi al
host to another, in a proa tive way (allowing for ordinary
maintenan e) or rea tive (as in a disaster re overy s enario). Re overy Oriented Computing [21℄ is a remarkable
approa h to rea h this goal;
• ease of deployment: by loning a virtual ma hine, it's pos-

sible to install it on several dierent physi al hosts;
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• load distribution: virtualized ma hines ould be the build-

ing blo k of a luster that spans over dierent underlying
physi al ma hines, hiding the heterogeneous underlying
hardware.
Virtualization ould be ee tive in a hieving these sometimes
oni ting goals, as it denes a entral management fun tion
that is implemented by another intermediate layer. Having another layer means also adding omplexity, as omplex intera tions with the rest of the sta k result in. As virtualization beomes pervasive, the ghting arena for manufa turers will progressively shift from performan es to management tools: new
generation of omputer pro essors, operating systems and peripherals are designed with virtualization in mind, and the burden of hypervisors will move from making a omputing platform
virtualization friendly (i.e. virtualize a lega y server) to managing hundreds and thousands of dierent virtualized systems,
that oers dierent servi es to dierent users.
This will be a ommon s enario for a large data enter whi h
today's oer in lude shared hosts for low-tra sites and dediated hosting, but both of them are far less than ideal. Shared
hosting is a eptable only when both tra and requested level
of se urity are low, whilst dedi ated hosting requires areful
planning (it will take some time to hange the footprint of an
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installation, espe ially when the ustomer wants to downgrade)
and it will usually result in a waste of money, from ustomer's
point of view, as the average server is usually under-utilized.
For this very reason a modern data enter should use virtualization in its ore ar hite ture, to rapidly adapt to its ustomers'
needs. One of the pioneers in this approa h is Amazon, with
the Amazon Elasti Computing Cloud (EC2) servi e [1℄.
With Amazon EC2, a ustomer ould lease a virtual server,
and pay only for the time the server is up and running. When
the server is oine, the server's image is stored oine (a ollateral servi e of Amazon, the Amazon Simple Storage Servi e
(S3) [2℄ ould take are of that). Amazon has a large pool of
ma hines, so it ould instantiate even thousands of server for
a ustomer within minutes from the request. These ma hines
ould be used for the time required to perform their job, as doing a number run hing omputation (that was the ase when
New York Times need to repro ess and onvert its entire ar hive
in ele troni format [19℄), a ting as a ba kup system or giving
some extra apa ity power to ooad some omputations for a
site that is experien ing a surge in tra . A start-up ompany
ould lease its servers and expanding its pool when it's needed,
on entrating its eort on the produ ts and developing a longterm strategy for its information system in the meantime. When
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Figure 3.1: A virtualization ar hite ture.
all ost fa tors are taken into a ount, this approa h is usually
heaper in the short-term than the traditional one.
This unifying approa h ould be worth to be used even when
the ustomer and the provider (of omputing ma hines) are the
same organization, i.e. by the IT department of a orporate.
Instead of having many dierent lusters, ea h one devoted to a
spe i business fun tion, there ould be only one luster, with
some isles on top of it, ea h one for a high level task. These
isles ould be expanded or redu ed with respe t to their size
(asso iated resour es) a ording to the evolution of the business.
Figure 3.1 shows an example where dierent area sizes of the
high level fun tions remarks the dierent amount of asso iated
resour es.
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At the pri e of a more omplex setup and planning, this arhite ture will bring benets to the organization that uses it.
Ea h omputer is a omputing blo k, that is globally managed
and assigned. As long as the hypervisor remains the same, it's
possible to mix and mat h dierent hardware solutions, maximizing the e ien y of the infrastru ture and obtaining, with
less eort, high prole features like high availability, disaster
re overy, rapid deployment and so on.
As a result, virtualization must be in luded in the design
pro ess of a distributed system. In this hapter, we see some
standard te hniques to develop a modern distributed system and
how virtualization ould be integrated in it sin e the design proess. We onsider this in the more general ontext of autonomi
omputing, that will provide a useful framework.
3.1

Referen e ar hite ture

The referen e ar hite ture we onsider is a multi-tier distributed
system, shown in gure 3.2.
Ea h tier is fun tionally distin t from the others. Ea h tier
is made up of nodes of the same type and with the same assoiated resour es (CPU, disks, memory, ...). In this ar hite ture,
in oming requests are fa ed by the top tier, N , whi h, to serve
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Figure 3.2: A multi-tier distributed system.
them, requires servi es from the next tier, N − 1, whi h in turn
relays to tier N − 2 and so on. It is assumed that a request
ows only from one tier to the next one to be served, although
it ould be possible that it doesn't need to traverse all the tiers.
After rea hing the last tier, the omputed result ows upwards,
is aggregated by the dierent traversed tiers, and is nally sent
to the lient. Requests are grouped in lasses, distinguished by
the amount of requests and type of resour es they require by
ea h tier in order to be served, and within the same lass they
are assumed statisti ally indistinguishable.
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In the ontext of web servi es, distributed systems are usually made up of three tiers:
• front end tier, whi h is the onne tion point for external

lients a essing the web servi e, with its nodes serving
only stati ontent. This tier usually does not suer from
s alability problems as a modern web server ould serve
stati ontent in su h a fast way to saturate the available
Internet onne tion;
• appli ation tier, where the appli ation logi resides. This

is made up of programs running in the ontext of an HTTP
request, written in languages like PHP, Java and so on.
Ea h ustomer intera ting with the web servi e usually
produ es more than one servi e request, and these are
all interdependent (as an example, a buy order follows
a sear h atalog fun tion), so requests are grouped into
sessions. To avoid repli ating session stateful information
along all nodes onstituting the appli ation tier, the load
distribution fun tion must be session aware, and this introdu es some limits in the s alability of this tier;

• database tier, whi h handles all queries to the database

system. This tier is usually the most di ult to expand,
as all low-level DBMS employ a shared-nothing approa h,
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whi h makes di ult to realize on urrent, write-a ess to
the data.
More tiers ould be added to this model, as an example a frontend tier ould manage web authorization and a ess, and an
inner tier ould model and intera t with lega y mainframe systems. In ea h ase, although this ar hite ture is the de fa to
standard for web servi es, s alability of it must arefully addressed: adding some extra nodes to a spe i tier wouldn't
ne essarily let to a general performan es improvement as some
ommon apa ity planning problems ould arise:
• the extra nodes are not added to the tier that is the bot-

tlene k of the distributed system;
• the extra nodes are added to a tier that has almost no

need of them;
• the speed-up of the tier being in reased is su h that there's

a waste of pro essing power.
The last point is riti al. Ea h tier has asso iated a load distribution fun tion, that dispat hes the in oming requests from
the upper tier to a spe i node. This dispat hing rst requires
some kind of strategy (as an example, in order to dispat h requests to less busy nodes it's required to monitor and olle t
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the load on ea h node) and it ould be more or less e ient for
the spe i semanti of operations performed by the tier. As a
result, adding nodes to a tier that is already experien ing the
saturation of its distribution fun tion will result in no ee t.
In some ases it will be required to hange the strategy used
to distribute the load between the nodes of the same tier, that
it ould in turn require to hange the implementation of the
software running on the nodes.
3.1.1

Modeling of multi-tier systems

Modeling of multi tier systems has attra ted a lot of interest in
the last several years, as pervasive web servi es are usually best
implemented in this framework.
As for ea h performan e model, there's a trade o between
its a ura y and the feasibility of the implementation: a more
pre ise model, that requires too mu h instrumentation of the
real system to feed its model solver, or that has a omplex model
that requires a lot of pro essing time to be solved, is of no more
than theoreti al interest, as the predi tions originating from it
annot be applied in an on-line system, so the level of detail in
the models is hosen in a utilitarian fashion.
In [61℄ the fo us is in the modeling of a single server, om-
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prised of physi al resour es like CPU, memory and disks, that
ould intera t with other servers to a omplish the requested
fun tions.
In [98℄ the developed model is session-based and take into
a ount a hing ee ts and on urren y limit on the tiers. In
this model, ea h tier is modeled via a queue, and the system
is solved via the Mean Value Analysis algorithm ([90℄). This
model allows for performan es predi tion and dynami apa ity
provisioning, and it ould handle multi- lass models.
In [105℄ the most important input for the MVA model, the
average servi e time for the CPU at ea h tier, is estimated via a
regression te hnique, minimizing the quadrati dieren e from
observed and estimated utilization rate.
In [99℄ the fo us is in provisioning the appli ation tier. First,
it is shown that for limited times ale a tier ould be modeled as
a M/G/1/PS queue, i.e. the arrival rate of requests at the appliation tier is des ribed by a Poisson distribution (this of ourse
is not true on large and dierent times ales, as self-similarity
appears due to an high degree of orrelation between arrivals.
The times ales over whi h orrelations exists are delimited by
an upper bound, alled Criti al Time S ale [93℄). Then the orre t solution of the model, that requires some omplex al ulations making it infeasible for on-line provisioning, is ompared
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against three dierent approximations. All of these approximation methods a hieve allo ations with osts near the minimum
possible, while simpler heuristi s in ur in signi antly higher
osts. This model ould also be used to determine the optimal number of servers to bve deployed for the appli ation tier,
ignoring the provisioning of the other tiers.
The assumption that all nodes are work onserving and that
the dis ipline is pro essor sharing (PS) is generally appli able,
while it ould not be the ase that the arrivals are modeled via a
Poisson distribution. To have the most general multi-tier model,
we assume that ea h server is modeled via a G/G/1 queue. The
behavior of this server is des ribed via the following equation
from queuing theory [72℄:
σa2 + σb2
λi ≥ si +
2 ∗ (di − si )


−1

(3.1)

where:
• λi is the arrival rate for tier i;
• si is the average servi e time for requests on tier i;
• di is the mean response time for requests on tier i;
• σa2 is the varian e of inter-arrival time for requests on tier
i;
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• σb2 is the varian e of servi e times for requests on tier i.

Quantities as di and si and their varian es are known or ould
be on-line estimated (instrumenting the distributed system to
re ord, for ea h transa tion, request time and ompletion time),
so a lower bound on λi ould be evaluated for ea h server. If
ea h session has a think time of Z , by Little's Law the session
arrival rate of λ ould be translated in a request arrival rate
of λτ
Z , where τ is the average session duration. So, when the
apa ity λi of a single server is omputed, the number ni of
server required for tier i is simply dened as:


βi λτ
ni =
λi Z



(3.2)

the βi is a orre tion fa tor spe i for ea h tier, that take
into the formula ompeting ee ts as a hing, load distribution
and speed-up. If the speed-up behavior is not onstant but a
fun tion of n, then ni is dened as the minimum value of ni for
whi h it holds:
ni λi Z ≥ βi (ni )λτ

(3.3)

with the onstraint that ea h tier has at least one node:
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(3.4)

Equation 3.2 is general, so more tier-spe i equations ould
lead to substantial improvements determining a lower number
of server ni , at the ost of more spe i tier-knowledge. As our
obje tive is to investigate in the allo ation of this servers over
physi al ma hines, we assume that an equation like 3.2 will be
su ient for our needs.
3.2

Virtualization performan es and measurement

Virtualization is an additional layer, so it has some omplexity
by itself (espe ially when is a foundation for the entire infrastru ture) and an asso iated overhead. Re alling the denition
of VMM made by Popek and Goldberg, this overhead must be
negligible, but it must be evaluated.
Virtualization is making some fast progresses, and as a result
the performan es of an hypervisor are hanging rapidly, making
of no interest to report them in a dissertation where the fo us
is on the ar hite tural omponent. Plus, very few omparative
studies are ondu ted on this eld, as some hypervisors' li enses
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substantially prohibits to publish them.
In [83℄ the relative performan es of Xen and OpenVZ are
ompared on some s enarios, founding that Xen has a lot of
overhead, mainly due to level two

a he misses, up to ten times

than the ones in OpenVZ. It's generally understood that this
gap will redu e as the hardware features are made available, as
dis ussed throughout Chapter 1.
From dis ussion in Chapter 1 it's

lear that performan es

are stri tly dependent on the number of privileged instru tions
that the hypervisor has to emulate, be ause the inno uous instru tion are exe uted dire tly by the hardware, with no performan es penalty.
On [81℄ this formula is adopted to evaluate the slowdown of
a virtualization:

Sv = fp ∗ Ne + (1 − fp ) = fp ∗ (Ne − 1) + 1

(3.5)

where:

• fp

is the fra tion of privileged instru tion;

• Ne is the number of instru

tion required to emulate a priv-

ileged instru tion.

As an example, when

f = 0.1%

and

N = 500

the slowdown is
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S = 1.5, meaning that an appli ation running on top of a virtual
ma hine will see its exe ution time in reased by 50%. The main
advantage of the equation 3.5 lies in its simpli ity. The xed
value of Ne does not take into a ount adaptive behavior or
a hing me hanism employed by the translator, and the fra tion
fp of privileged instru tions ould be substantially redu ed with
some modi ation to the virtual ma hine's ode base.
But in even more general terms, the pa e of progresses in
this eld results in high performan es variations, even between
two releases of the same hypervisors, as soon as it leverages on
some hardware features or modi ation of the virtualized ode.
Nevertheless, it makes sense to measure the virtualization
overhead, over a spe i s enario and this an be done as seen
in [81℄.
In that paper, some metri s have been olle ted for a physi al
system that omprises of two virtual ma hines, the rst running
a bat h system and a Transa tion Pro ess Manager (TPM), and
the se ond devoted to testing purposes. Table 3.1 is an ex erpt
that we use to show the relevant results.
To determine the CPU utilization fa tor for the rst virtual
ma hine, we use this formula:
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vmm
Tcpu,vm1
vmm
Tcpu,vm2
vmm
Ucpu
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Value
420 s
220 s
0.40

Table 3.1: Measurements for estimation of VMM overhead.

vm1
vmm
Ucpu
= Ucpu
∗

vmm
Tcpu,vm1
= 0.2625
vmm
vmm
Tcpu,vm1
+ Tcpu,vm2

(3.6)

Eq. 3.6 states that the utilization of the physi al CPU for
the rst virtual ma hine is a fra tion of the utilization of the
vmm
. The apportionment
CPU as seen by the hypervisor, Ucpu
fa tor is the ratio between the total time that CPU is running
vmm
the rst virtual ma hine as measured by the VMM, Tcpu,vm1
and the total time that CPU is running the virtual ma hines,
as seen by the VMM. The experiment spans over a 30 minutes
interval, and if we al ulate the utilization of the physi al CPU
for the rst virtual ma hine as:
vm1
Ucpu
=

vmm
Tcpu,vm1
= 0.2333
30 ∗ 60

(3.7)

we get a result that does not take are of the 2.92% dieren e
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due to overhead imposed by the VMM.
This little overhead is going to be redu ed as the implementation of the hypervisors are better. It has to be noted that this
overhead is in fa t a result of two ompeting phenomenons. The
rst is the overhead that result when privileged instru tions are
en ountered and have to be somehow emulated by the VMM,
the se ond are the optimization that the VMM ould put in
pla e to redu e penalties due, for example, to memory faults.
Eq. 3.6 is made with the assumption that there isn't interferen e between the two virtual ma hines ompeting over the
same result, i.e. the ow of operation for the two ma hines are
almost the same as if they were exe uted without an interposing
VMM. This in turn requires that the VMM is perfe tly apable of isolating the two virtual ma hines regarding to resour es
ontention.
We stress that a riti al point is that the VMM must take
every are in avoiding the interferen e problem. As an example, if a virtual ma hine is doing a lot of unexpe ted I/O work
with the disk (i.e. is running out of memory and it's moving
pages to and from disk) this behavior must not limit the I/O
disk bandwidth available for others virtual ma hines, requiring
a global monitoring of resour es onsumption. This ould generate a buttery ee t, as the virtualized operating system ould
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hoose an aggressive I/O strategy that is greedy in the short
term but it would have been resulted in a general performan es
improvement in the long term (usually the virtualized operating
system has no idea that is running in a virtual ma hine). Limiting the ability of the virtualized operating system ould be no
performan e wise in the long term, so the VMM should nd a
balan e between the fairness of the resour es allo ation and the
resulting global throughput.
3.3

Autonomi

omputing

Today's omputer systems have an intrinsi daunting omplexity that stems from the wide range of te hnologies and omplexity of intera tions. As a result, identifying problems in a
produ tion system ould be quite hallenging, and optimizing
and tuning for performan es is often out of the question. This
will end up in very little e ien y, redu ed availability and seurity problems.
In 2001, IBM has proposed autonomi omputing as a longterm answer to these problems [67℄. Autonomi systems ould
manage themselves, as the autonomi nervous systems governs
human body adapting it to hanging environments and repairing
it, a damage ould o urred, with little or now knowledge from
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the high level fun tion as the ons ien e.
Distinguishing properties of autonomi systems are [70℄:
an autonomi system ontinually seek ways
to improve its operation, identifying options and a tions
that make it more e ient on performan es or osts, a ording to some built-in metri ;

Self-optimization:

an autonomi system identies defe tive omponents and put them o-line, re-organizing itself to ontinue
to work with the remaining parts;

Self-healing:

an autonomi system a knowledges atta ks
from the outside, preventing them to have su ess and
ompromise the entire system.

Self-prote tion:

These properties are usually olle tive identied as self-* properties. All of them are, to say the least, appealing, as they solve
a great share of the problems that everyday happen and arise
in a produ tion system. Autonomi omputing is still in its
infantry, as many problems have yet to be addressed [56℄.
All the self-* properties ould be implemented leveraging on
virtualization. If we imagine an autonomi omputing system
as a system made up of independent but ooperating systems,
ea h of them ould be implemented as a virtual ma hine. Selfprote tion ould take advantages by the isolation property that
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an hypervisor oers, and self-healing ould be more easily obtained if the failure of a omponent will be onned in its boundaries, allowing for shutting down the omponent and eventually
re-initialize it (hoping the failure is transient) or migrating it
over dierent physi al resour es (if the failure is due to hardware's aws), giving some degree of exibility over a traditional
approa h when the oupling between resour es and omponents
is tighter.
In this dissertation we mainly investigate how to deal with
self-optimization, i.e. how to leverage on virtualization to allow an autonomi omputing system to adapt itself to dierent
workloads.
3.3.1

Self-optimization

Self-optimization is the ability of a system to adapt itself on
dierent onditions, and as a distributed system is intended to
give servi es to lients requesting them, the fo us is on systems
that adapt themselves on variable workloads. We onsider the
ar hite ture proposed in [80℄ as a general framework we wish to
extend.
The proposed ar hite ture evolves around a QoS Controller,
depi ted in gure 3.3 whi h has four main omponents:
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olle ts utilization data on
all system resour es and ount of ompleted requests. The
servi e demand of a request, dened as the total average
servi e time of a request for a spe i resour e, an then
be omputed as the ratio between the resour e utilization
and the system throughput [78℄. These servi e demands
are used as input parameters for a Queuing Model solved
by the Performan e Model Solver;

Servi e Demand Computation:

analyzes the arriving requests and omputes statisti s as average arrival rate. It ould also use
statisti al te hniques to fore ast workload. These statisti s are made on a per-interval basis, alled ontroller intervals;

Workload Analyzer:

re eives requests from the QoS
Controller Algorithm to solve the Queuing Model for a
spe i onguration of the system. Its inputs are the
onguration parameter values, servi e demand values and
workload intensity values. Its output is the QoS value for
the onguration used as input, given a ording to some
metri ;

Performan e Model Solver:

it runs the ontroller algorithm
at the beginning of ea h ontroller interval. Its input

QoS Controller Algorithm:
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are the QoS goals, departure and arrival pro esses, and
it sear hes a lose-to-optimal solution, by a mix of analyti al models and ombinatorial sear hing te hniques. Ea h
possible solution is evaluated by the Performan e Model
Solver. After the best possible onguration has been disovered, it sends ommands to re ongure the system.
This ar hite ture has been then validated for highly variable
workloads [39℄. In [40℄, this ar hite ture has been expanded
to allow the o-existen e of dierent Appli ation Environments
(AEs) on the same physi al ma hine. On ea h physi al ma hine
there's a QoS Controller analogous to the one of gure 3.3 plus
a entralized global ontroller.
These ar hite tures t in the general model for autonomi
omputing proposed in [103℄.
In [101℄, a similar ar hite ture has been onsidered for applian e based autonomi provisioning. The ar hite ture denes
some Virtual Appli ation Environments (VAEs): a VAE spans
over one or more virtual servers, and ea h server is dened inside
a physi al ma hine. Ea h VAE has a On-Demand Router that
dispat hes in oming request to the less loaded virtual server inside the VAE, in a round-robin fashion. A global, utility-driven,
virtualization-aware model solver solves a performan e model to
determine the better onguration for the VAEs, for the given
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(and fore asted) workload. This arti le is remarkable as it's the
rst to take into a ount the time required for virtual ma hine
provisioning, i.e. the time required to a tivate a virtual mahine and the time required for losing it, and oers a formula
to evaluate the performan e overhead of an hypervisor, as this
datum is required by the model solver to avoid overloading a
physi al ma hine. Based on the works in [87, 88℄ it is assumed
that the apa ity available for a spe i virtual ma hine is a
fair share of the total (raw) apa ity of the physi al ma hine,
attenuated by a onstant fa tor α that takes are of overhead
due to virtualization:
Cv = (1 − α) ∗ Cp /N

(3.8)

where:
• Cv is the apa ity of the virtual ma hines;
• Cp is the apa ity of the physi al ma hine;
• N is the number of virtual ma hines instantiated over the

same physi al ma hine.
In the aforementioned arti le, α = 0.1. (in [31℄ authors hoose
an overhead between 1.5 and 3, i.e. 13 ≤ α ≤ 23 . This dierent
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values are best explained by dierent virtualization te hnologies). The apa ity is dened as a global index of the relative performan es of a physi al server, i.e. the model is monodimensional. The mapping between the physi al server and the
virtual ma hine is des ribed by an asso iation matrix, and the
model solver returns, for a given matrix and a (fore asted) workload, a new asso iation matrix. The time required to deploy the
new asso iation matrix is onsidered as a linear sum of the time
required to shut down the no longer ne essary virtual ma hines
and the time required to boot the new virtual ones.
In [31℄ the model fo uses on SLA violations, trying to minimize it. To get a solvable performan e model, the probability of
a servi e time bigger than the agreed value is bounded via the
Markov Inequality [71℄.
Other approa hes for self-optimization are possible. In [84℄
it's exposed a ontrol of CPU shares of two ompeting virtual
ma hines over the same physi al node based on ontrol theory.
3.3.2

Proposed extension to the model

All the previous ar hite tures have some boundaries we wish to
extend.
First, they assume that the apa ity of the servers are xed,
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and so the servi e demand times are only input variables. This
is in general not true when virtualization deploys all of its power
in resour e sharing: it's possible to dynami ally vary the CPU
share assigned to a virtual ma hine.
But the most important limit is that all of these models assume that the only riti al parameter for modeling is the CPU
power of the virtual ma hines ([79℄, [89℄). A notable ex eption
is [69℄ where are both onsidered a load dependent resour e,
as the CPU, and load independent resour e as the main memory; but performan es of a (virtual) ma hines stem from all the
available resour es. As an example, front end tier require a lot
of bandwidth for onne tion to external lients, and a database
tier is bounded by storage bandwidth. As is shown in [61℄, all
of these (and possibly others) parameters are required to have
a orre t estimation of servi e demand times.
Consequently, if ea h virtual ma hine is des ribed by a resour es demand ve tor, ea h physi al ma hine must by des ribed
by a dimensionally analogous resour es ve tor, and it ould be
possible that a physi al ma hine has some spare resour es that
are insu ient for instantiate a spe i virtual ma hine in it.
As an example, imagine we have a physi al ma hine with
8 GiB of RAM and four pro essors (for the sake of brevity we
onsider only two elements for the resour e ve tor). This ma-
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hine ould host 4 virtual ma hines, ea h one requiring 1.8 GiB
of RAM and one pro essor, but it annot a ommodate more
than 3 virtual ma hines requiring 3 GiB of RAM and one proessor. In the latter ase, 2 GiB of RAM and one pro essor are
free and unused, and they maybe a ommodate another virtual
ma hine, belonging to a dierent tier, with a more ompatible
resour es demand ve tor.
Last, in the urrent works it is often assumed that all the
appli ations are available on ea h physi al ma hines, ready to be
a tivated should the workload variations require it ([69℄). For
proprietary appli ations this is usually not a eptable, as the
li ense fees are for ea h installed opy and not only for running
opies.
For a virtualized ar hite ture, migration times must be taken
into a ount. In [89℄, it is assumed that the ontroller interval
are a lot bigger than the time required for server migration, and
this is a standard modeling option, as the ontroller time is in
the range of 5-30 minutes.
So, in this dissertation we on entrate on an allo ation problem. We assume that a multi-tier performan e model solver has
determined the number of nodes that must be in ea h tier for
the urrent (or fore asted) workload. Ea h one of these nodes
is des ribed via a resour e demand ve tor, and there are avail-
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able some physi al ma hines des ribed by a resour e ve tor. We
want to map the former into the latter, i.e. assign ea h virtual
ma hine to only one physi al ma hine, without ex eeding available resour es and possibly minimizing the number of required
physi al ma hine, to a hieve maximum e ien y.
In Chapter 4 we formalize our model, dis uss its omputational omplexity and propose some algorithms to ta kle it.

4

The mapping problem
As seen throughout previous hapters, virtualization ould play
a fundamental role in dening a distributed ar hite ture that
ould self-adapt to workload variations. In Chapter 3 we have
surveyed studies that deal with the problem of dening the numerousness of ea h of the tier omprising a multi-tier distributed
system, espe ially in the ontext of web servi es. To the best of
our knowledge, there are no studies that model these systems
for more than one (or two) resour es as CPU power (and available memory) and no one that deal with the mapping problem
that we dene as: given a set of virtual ma hines, ea h one de79
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s ribed by a resour e demand ve tor, and a group of physi al
ma hines, ea h one des ribed by an available resour es ve tor,
whi h is the best mapping of the former to the latter, i.e. how
to asso iate ea h virtual ma hine to one and only one physial ma hine, without ex eeding available physi al resour es and
maximizing a given metri ?
Current studies ignore ompletely this problem, and ofter
hara terize performan es of a virtual ma hine only by its CPU
power. Instead, we hoose to work, for this mapping problem, in
a multi-dimensional spa e, where we have both quantitative and
qualitative hara teristi s of the physi al (and therefore virtual)
ma hines.
4.1

Problem formalization

We formalize the mapping problem to allow for maximum generalization.
To do so, we assume that the virtual ma hines are grouped
together, and that for ea h group we must allo ate one and one
only ma hine to a physi al one. Ma hines in the same group
represent dierent servi e levels and are hara terized by different resour e demand ve tors, and for ea h virtual ma hine
there's an asso iated prot that is earned when the ma hine is
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hosen to be instantiate.
We want to maximize the grand total of prots, while minimizing the number of physi al ma hine we have to use. It's possible that, for some or even all groups, we have only one virtual
ma hine for ea h group, meaning that we annot do anything
but instantiate that ma hine, and in su h a ase the problem
is only to nd where to instantiate it. As the virtual ma hines
are pooled in groups, we indi ate ea h one of them by two indexes, the rst denoting the group and the se ond the ma hine
in the group (i.e. the servi e level). Following this onvention,
if X is a generi s alar (or ve tor), X ij is the s alar (or ve tor)
pertaining to the j−th ma hine of the i−th group.
We stipulate that:
• G is the number of groups. Ea h group is omposed of gi

dierent ma hines (it's possible that gi = 1 );
• ea h virtual ma hine is des ribed by a K−dimensional
ij
ij
demand ve tor Dij = (dij
1 , d2 , ...dk );

• ea h virtual ma hine has an asso iated prot P ij ;
• M is the number of physi al ma hines;
• ea h physi al ma hine is des ribed by a K−dimensional

resour e ve tor, Rl = (r1l , r2l , ..., rkl ), 1 ≤ l ≤ M ;
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• for ea h i, we have Di1 ≤ Di2 ≤ ... ≤ Digi , oordinate

wise, and P i1 ≤ P i2 ≤ ... ≤ P igi .
The de ision variables xij
m are dened as:

xij
m =


0

1

ma hine ij is not on physi al ma hine m
ma hine ij is on physi al ma hine m

(4.1)

We want to hoose one and one only virtual ma hine from
ea h group, and allo ate it on a physi al ma hine, with the
onstraint that we annot ex eed the available resour es, maximizing the total prot earned and minimizing the number of
physi al ma hines that are used.
To do so, we dene the variables ul as:

um


0 if physi al ma hine m is not used
=
1 if physi al ma hine m is used

(4.2)

Our obje tive fun tion is:
P =

gi X
M
G X
X

i=1 j=1 m=1

ij
xij
mP

−C∗

M
X

m=0

um

(4.3)
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whi h is the total prot of the virtual ma hines that are instantiated minus the number of physi al ma hines used times
a onvenient onstant C . We assume C as a onstant as the
operational osts for running the infrastru ture (e.g. ele tri ity osts, maintenan e fees, o-lo ation expenses) are usually
proportional to the number of ma hines omprising the infrastru ture: as we want to maximize their usage (by allowing for
dierent servi e levels) we also want not to use more than the
stri tly ne essary.
We extend the ≤ operator from s alar to ve tors in a oordinate wise fashion: if X = (x1 , x2 , ..., xn ), Y = (y1 , y2 , ..., yn )
we say that X ≤ Y i xi < yi for ea h i s.t. 1 ≤ i ≤ n, so
onstraints are formally dened as:
gi
M X
X

∀i ,

xij
m =1

(4.4)

ij
m
xij
mD ≤ R

(4.5)

m=1 j=1

∀m ,

XX
i

j

∀m, i, j , um ≥ xij
m

(4.6)

Eq. 4.4 means that we hoose only one virtual ma hine for
ea h group, and eq. 4.5 means that, on ea h physi al ma hine,
we annot allo ate more resour es than available ones, while eq.
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4.6 relates variables ul to xij
m a ording to def. 4.2 .
4.1.1

Dis ussion of formalization

The key issue of the proposed formalization is that we assume a
xed number of available physi al ma hines, ea h one with predened asso iated resour es. We re all that the mapping problem arise when we have already solved a multi-tier performan e
model, whi h in turn requires to have, besides others, parameters as the servi e average time that is determined, analyti ally
or by live system instrumentation, only after ea h tier has been
hara terized by its omputing power. Therefore, the only potentially limiting fa tor for the proposed formalization is that
the number of available physi al ma hines M is xed, and it's
possibile that we would experien e over-provisioning (we ould
be able to solve the same mapping problem with lesser physi al
ma hine) or, on the ontrary, that we have too few ma hines to
solve it.
Determining the minimum value of M that leads to a solution satisfying onstraint ould be quite hallenging. We observe
some basi fa ts.
First, we an dene easily ne essary but not su ient onditions that would help in dening an a eptable value for M .
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For ea h group of virtual ma hines, we onsider that the
resour e ve tors are non de reasing ordered, i.e. that we have
Di1 ≤ Di2 ≤ Dig , for ea h i. This means that, for ea h group
i, we ould onsider Di1 as the minimum level of resour es that
must be instantiated by the pool of physi al ma hines. Now, if
the sum of these Di1 ex eeds, even for only one resour e, the
sum
of available resour es provided by the physi al ma hines
P i
( R ), a solution ould not exist.
As an example, if we need to allo ate four virtual ma hines,
ea h one requiring 4 GiB of RAM, and we have 2 physi al hosts
of 5 GiB of RAM ea h, we have less memory than needed, and
a mapping annot be determined.
This is a ne essary but not su ient ondition: if, instead
of 2 physi al hosts of 5 GiB, we have had 10 physi al ma hines
with 3 GiB of RAM ea h, the grand total of available memory
would be of 30 GiB, but nevertheless a mapping ouldn't be
found, as ea h physi al ma hine is too small to a ommodate
even just a single virtual ma hine.
Formally, we say that a solution does not exist if :
i

or

G
X
i=1

Di1 >

M
X
i=1

Ri

(4.7)
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∃i s.t. Di1 > Rj ∀j
so we

(4.8)

ould start from a small set of physi al ma hines, verify

by eq. 4.7 and eq. 4.8 if a solution whether

ould exist or not.

If not, we in rease the set of physi al ma hines: sooner or later
we nd a feasible set, and we
a solution, we

ould try to map over it. If we nd

ould assume that this is the smallest available

set of required physi al ma hines.
The proposed model allow for

oexisten e of quantitative re-

sour es (like CPU power or number of

ores, memory size) and

qualitative resour es. As an example, we might want to deploy
the multi-tier distributed system in two dierent areas (two different LANs, or two geographi ally remote sites). To do so, we
extend the quantitative model, by dening two new qualitative
resour es,

alled

q1

and

q2 .

Resour e

q1

means allo ation in

q2

means allo ation in the se -

ond area. Re all that ea h tier is

omprised of virtual ma hines

the rst area, whilst resour e

of the same type, i.e. with the same resour e demand ve tor: we
extend this ve tor to a
we put

q1 = 1

ommodate for the new resour es, and

for the rst half of nodes of the tier, and

q2 = 1

for the se ond half, meaning we want half nodes in the rst area
and half nodes in the se ond area. Lastly, for the physi al ma-
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hines lo ated in the rst area, we put the provided resour e
q1 = M/2 and the provided resour e q2 = 0, and the onverse

for the physi al ma hines lo ated in the se ond area.
As a result, ea h solution of the mapping problem will map
half nodes of ea h tier (ones for whi h q1 = 1) on the physial ma hines lo ated in the rst area, and remaining nodes on
physi al ma hines lo ated in the se ond area, thus giving us a
geographi al distribution of the system.
This approa h ould be applied for other qualitative resour es
as better onne tion to storage area networks, software li enses
restri tions, hardware support for virtualization and so on.
4.2

The mapping problem as a generalization of the knapsa k problem

The mapping problem is a generalization of the well known
knapsa k problem [75℄.
The generalization stems from these onsiderations:
• the knapsa k problem is mono-dimensional, whilst the map-

ping problem is multi-dimensional;
• the knapsa k problem is with only one knapsa k (physi al
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ma hine), whilst the mapping problem deals with multiple
knapsa ks (physi al ma hines);
• the knapsa k problem doesn't group items (virtual ma-

hines), the mapping problem does.
To the best of our knowledge, there are no published studies
(in the eld of omputing performan e modeling or operational
resear h) that ta kle all these generalizations together.
Multi-dimensional knapsa ks, alled MDKP, are dis ussed in
[41, 48℄. Multi-knapsa ks problems are studied in [60, 53, 46℄.
Multiple- hoi e knapsa ks, problems where items are grouped
together, are alled MCKP and a minimal algorithm to solve
them is shown in [85℄. In [104℄ the algorithm is used in the
ontext of QoS for web servi es.
Some interse tions have been evaluated: MMKP are multiplehoi e, multiple-dimensional knapsa k problems, and heuristi s
to solve them are dis ussed in [32, 65, 33, 66℄
The only referen e we have found to a multi-dimensional,
multiple- hoi e, multiple knapsa ks problem, that hen eforth
we all MMMKP problem, is in [94℄, but only as a denition.
The ontext there was the denition of an admission ontrol system for multimedia servers, but in that ase the only arbitrated
resour e was Internet bandwidth.
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The MMMKP model will be simplied in a MMKP if we
have only one ma hine for ea h group, i.e. gi = 1 ∀i. Although
the performan e models nd an estimation of the number of required nodes for ea h tier, they usually assume that workload
would not experien e transient surges. To try to a ommodate
for peaks in workload intensity, we ould over-provision the arhite ture: it wouldn't hange the tier's size or the ar hite ture, but it will improve e ien y in resour es using. This is
even more realisti if the provider and the owner of the multitier system belong to the same organization, as in this s enario
the solution of the mapping problem is the minimum required
level of servi e, while every extra omputing power put in use
(and therefore not wasted) will be appre iated. The MMKP,
as stated, is studied in the s ienti literature, so we hoose to
on entrate on its MMMKP generalization, as the algorithms we
devise to solve it are equally appli able to the MMKP problem.
Another point is that being the number M xed or not will
lead us to dierent problems: if M is xed, we have a knapsa k
problem, otherwise we have a multiple-dimensional, multiplehoi e bin pa king problem, a generalization of the bin pa king
problem that has the same popularity of the MMMKP in the
literature, being almost unknown (a survey of bin pa king problems is [50℄). To maintain our pragmati approa h, we prefer to
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work on MMMKP, as the approa hes we will develop to solve
it ould be easily applied to a generalization of the bin pa king
problem.
Last, we assume that the hypervisor te hnology that we
adopt to manage the virtual ma hines suers of no or little interferen e, meaning that is apable of perform a robust and fair
(physi al) resour es sharing. If this is not the ase, the mapping
problem ould be more easily dened as a generalization of the
Generalized Assignment Problem ([51℄).
4.3

Computational

omplexity of the

mapping problem

It's easy to show that ea h lassi al knapsa k problem ould be
formulated as a MMMKP.
First, we an generalize a mono-dimensional knapsa k problem to a multi-dimensional by substitution of ea h item weight
Wi and knapsa k apa ity C (both s alar) with respe tively ve tor Wi = (Wi , 0, ..., 0) and C ′ = (C, 0, ..., 0). Then we an add
more dummy knapsa ks to have a multiple knapsa ks generalization, and these knapsa ks are des ribed via apa ity ve tors
C ′′ = (0, 0, ..., 0), C ′′′ = (0, 0, ..., 0). Generalization to have a
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multiple hoi e problem ould be obtained if, for ea h item des ribed via a Wi ve tor, we dene a group, with the rst element,
Wi0 = (0, 0, ..., 0) and the se ond element Wi1 = Wi . Prot for
Wi0 is 0, and prot for Wi1 is the prot asso iated with the
original item i in the knapsa k problem.
As a result, be ause the knapsa k problem is NP-hard [75℄,
we get that MMMKP is NP-hard.
A knapsa k problem with N items has a solution spa e of
the size Θ(2N ) as the de isional variables asso iated with ea h
item are expressed as xi = 1 if we hoose the item or xi = 0
otherwise.
In the MMMKP, we observe that we hoose one only virtual ma hine from ea h group, and the hosen one is mapped
over only one of the available M physi al ma hine. So, for a
group made up of gi elements, we have gi ∗ M dierent de ision
variables, of whi h only one will be set to 1.
For all the groups, this leads to a solution spa e size of Θ(g1 ∗
Q
M ∗ g2 ∗ M ∗ ... ∗ gG ∗ M ) = Θ( gi ∗ M G ), where we have the Θ
notation as the mappings are not independent from ea h other
(when one virtual ma hine is mapped over a physi al ma hine,
there are less available physi al resour es).
To omplete analysis, if we assume that gi = k for ea h i,
the solution spa e size is Θ(kG ∗ M G ). For M = 1 and k = 2,
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we have the solution spa e size of a lassi al knapsa k problem.
4.4

Optimal solution of the mapping
problem

A naive approa h to nd the optimal solution of the mapping
problem will onsist of enumerating all the ombinations of the
de ision variables: for ea h ombination we rst he k if the
onstraints are not violated; for all the feasible ombinations the
asso iated prot P is ompared against the previous maximum:
if it's bigger the urrent onguration of the de isional variables
is onsidered the best solution found insofar.
The enumeration will keep are of guarantee for the onstraints 4.4, as for ea h group it onsider only all the a eptable
ombinations that are, as seen in paragraph 4.3, in number of
gi ∗ M . For ea h one of these ombination for the rst group,
the ombination of the se ond group are evaluated, and for ea h
ombination of these, the ombination of the third group are
evaluated and so on in an iterative way.
The enumeration tuples we produ e in this approa h ould
be represented in a hierar hi al way, putting them in a de ision
tree (see gure 4.1).
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Root

x(1,1)=1

x(2,1)=1

x(1,1)=2

x(2,1)=2

x(2,1)=1

x(1,2)=1

x(2,1)=2

Figure 4.1: A partial de ision tree for a MMMKP problem.
In the double he ked leaf, set de isional variables are x11
1 =
2, x21
1 = 1.

Ea h node of the tree ontains the values of the de isional
variables that have already been hosen, while the leafs ontain
the values of the de isional variables that are under evaluation.
Evaluation onsists of two phases. In the rst phase we he k
if, for the (partial) solution whi h is des ribed by the nodes in
the path from the urrent leaf to the root of the tree, some of
the onstraints are violated. If so, there is no need to further
develop the tree, be ause the urrent node and all its des endants will violate the onstraints. The node is then marked and
we move on to evaluation of another node. Se ond phase of
the evaluation is the generation of all the possible des endants,
that are proposed assignments for the de isional variables of the
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next group (at level i of the three, we have the values of the deisional variables for the i-th group). If there are no leafs to be
evaluated, the enumeration pro ess is done, and we have found
(one of) the optimal solution for the problem.
This algorithm uses a simple method to ut the developing
of the tree, that ould be improved implementing a bran h and
bound te hnique.
To do so, we onsider a linear relaxation of original problem,
where the onstraints 4.4 and 4.5 are relaxed by these:
gi
X

xij
m = 1, ∀m

(4.9)

j=1

X

ij
m
xij
m D ≤ R , ∀m

(4.10)

where de isional variables xij
m are real numbers in the range
[0..1].
For ea h leaf of the de ision tree, we have some of these
variables that are xed, and others that are free. We nd the
optimal solution that maximizes 4.3 via the Simplex Method.
This solution is an upper bound of the solution for the original (integer) problem, be ause allowing for de isional variables
to take fra tional values potentially lead to a better use of the
available knapsa ks apa ities. This upper bound will be evalu-
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ated against the urrent optimal found for the integer problem,
and the orresponding sub-tree will no further expanded if the
upper bound is less than the optimal found insofar. Otherwise,
the sub-tree is promising, and we ould aord to expand it.
The Simplex Method ould grow exponentially in the time it
takes to nd an optimal solution for a given set of free variables,
and the number of trees to be expanded and evaluated will be
exponential in the number of de isional variables. This onrms
that the MMMKP problem is an NP-hard problem, and that an
optimal solution ouldn't sear hed but for problems of limited
size.
4.5

Approximate solutions for the mapping problem

As the mapping problem is NP-hard, we are for ed to develop
algorithms to nd approximate solutions of it. We both developed an heuristi to deal with it [44℄ and a geneti algorithm
[45℄.
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A pa king oriented heuristi

As dis ussed, the MMMKP problem is very similar to the bin
pa king problem, so we ould dene some heuristi s that resemble the ones used for the bin pa king problem. In all of the
proposed heuristi s, we start sear hing for a basi solution, that
later we try to improve.
A basi solution is when we onsider, for ea h group i, only
the item i1 - with asso iated resour e demand ve tor Di1 - to
be mapped: we start solving the mapping problem by redu ing
it to a multi-dimensional multi-knapsa k problem. If we nd
a solution for it, we try to improve the solution, onsidering if
we ould map Di(j+1) instead of the urrently Dij in solution.
In the following, we adopt naming onventions from operational
resear h, so item ij , will be indi ateb by its size Dij .

Next Fit

For ea h item Di1 we sear h for a knapsa k with
su ient available spa e. If there is one, we put Di1 into it, and
we orrespondingly redu e the available spa e. We start with all
the knapsa ks open, and we lose one when the available spa e
is insu ient for the Di1 item. When a knapsa k is losed, we
no further inspe t it to see if has su ient available spa e for
an item. We have a basi solution if ea h Di1 item has been
put into a knapsa k (some knapsa ks will be open, other losed,
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and it's possible that there are knapsa k ompletely unused),
otherwise the heuristi fails.

First Fit

In the First Fit heuristi , we sear h for a destination
of the item Di1 by inspe ting all available knapsa ks, i.e. we no
longer have open or losed knapsa ks. We nd a basi solution
in the same sense of Next Fit, i.e. when ea h item Di1 has been
put into a knapsa k.

Best Fit The Best Fit heuristi sear hes between all the available knapsa ks the best where to put the item Dij , usually
dening best with a metri that tries to minimize the unused
resour es. A monodimensional example is where we have two
knapsa k, with available spa e respe tively R1 = 3 and R2 = 4
and we need to insert the item i1 su h thatDi1 = 3. Both knapsa ks ould host it, but the heuristi hoose the rst, to make it
ompletely used and leave a little unused apa ity in the se ond.
In a multi-dimensional bin-pa king problem, ties are resolved in
favor of lower (resour e) index ore more omplex evaluation of
relative s ar ity of ea h resour e, as we'll do. We nd a basi
solution in the same sense of Next Fit, i.e. when ea h item Dij
has been put into a knapsa k.
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We improve the solution found
insofar in an iterative way.
At the generi step, we have hosen a spe i item from
ea h group. Assume that for the group i we have item j hosen
i(j+1)
= 0. If j = gi we
on ma hine m, i.e. xij
m = 1 and xm
already have the most protable item from group i so we move
on another group to he k for possible in reases.
Otherwise, we ould remove item j from group i from solution, releasing asso iated resour es on knapsa k m, and we see
if and where we ould put in solution item j + 1 of the same
group. This requires onsidering all available knapsa ks, nding
the most suitable one to ontain su h item. If a generi knapsa k k as enough free resour es for the item, we evaluate the
goodness of the mapping by this formula:
Improving the basi solution

Goodness(i, k) =

P i(j+1)

−

kRk
− (1 − uk ) ∗ C

P ij

(4.11)

In eq. 4.11:
• the numerator is the ve tor norm of the residual amount of

resour es available on knapsa k k after we put item i(j +1)
in it;
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• the denominator is the in rease in prot we have (P i(j+1) −
P ij ) minus the possibility that we may end up using a
knapsa k k that was not yet used (1 − uk ∗ C );

Eq. 4.11 makes sense only if the denominator is bigger than zero,
i.e. only if we have some prot gain. In ea h phase of the improvement pro ess, we al ulate Goodness(i, k) for ea h a eptable value of i (groups with more valuable items) and k (knapsa ks with available resour es). Lowest values of Goodness(i, k)
are better, so we hoose the minimum positive one, and we perform the ne essary orre tions on the solution we are working
i(j+1)
= 1). We repeat this pro ess
on (i.e., we set xij
m = 0 and xk
as long as we have made improvements on the urrent solution.
Ea h pass has a omputational omplexity of θ(G ∗ M ).

Randomization of data

The proposed heuristi s are strongly
based on the order by whi h groups and knapsa ks are dened.
We annot stipulate that it exists an order of these variable su h
that the proposed heuristi ould always nd the optimal solution, but we are ondent that if we permute the groups and the
ma hines before a tually building up a basi solution we ould
in rease the nal prot as a result of the appli ation of the basi
heuristi s shown before. We observe that there is not a general
riterion to dis riminate between good permutations that lead
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us to nd better solutions and bad permutations, and also these
good ones are less than statisti ally rare, unless that P=NP.

Other bin pa king heuristi s

In most of the s ienti literature for the bin-pa king problem ([50℄) it is assumed that
all the resour es are dimensionally homogeneous. As an example, if the problem is to put ans into a ontainer maximizing
used spa e, the ans ould be rotated, so elements of ve tors
Dij ould be inter hanged. This is not the ase of the mapping
problem. Also, heuristi s are evaluated with a predetermined
set of elements, that are used as a omparative basis. These
elements are dened as out omes of some random variables, assumed independent of ea h other, while in our problem this is
generally not true, for two distin t reasons. First, there is some
degree of intra-dependen ies, i.e. if a virtual ma hines requires
a lot of CPU power it will requires (on average) more memory
than a ma hine that requires less CPU power. Se ond, there is
a degree of inter-dependen ies, as all ma hines belonging to the
same tier will share their resour e demand ve tor.
4.5.2

A geneti

algorithm

A geneti algorithm ould be seen as an intelligent probabilisti
sear h in the spa e of solutions for an hard problem.
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Starting from the name itself, the terminology of the geneti
algorithms is derived from the evolutionary biology, where individuals stem from a population by a re ombination of geneti
hara teristi s of their parents, plus a small probability of some
random geneti mutation. Some mutations are for the better,
giving the individual an higher han e to be ome a parent of a
new individual (that ould inherit this advantageous mutation),
other mutations are for the worst, and the individual arrying
them will have a smaller han e to be ome parent.
Geneti algorithms have been widely onsidered as an optimization strategy for hard optimization problems, where it's
easy to nd some solutions but it's very di ult to nd the optimal, as these initial solutions ould be the initial population
from whi h start the sear h for the optimal one.
In the eld of integer programming, the mapping between
an individual and a solution is usually really simple, as he i-th
hromosome of the individual is 0 (or 1) if and only if the i-th
de ision variable of the portrayed solution is 0 (or 1). Although
more omplex representations are possible [52℄ we hoose to sti k
with this.
Geneti algorithm are not a free lun h in the eld of optimization when they are applied to a onstrained optimization
problem, as the result of re ombination and mutation of two fea-
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sible element (i.e., individuals that represent feasible solutions)
ould not be feasible. The mapping problem is parti ularly omplex from this point of view. In fa t we have two dierent set of
onstraints, the rst that requires we hoose only one element
from ea h group, the other that we don't overll a knapsa k.
As these two set of onstraints must be enfor ed together, we
annot adapt a simple 'repair' operator to deal with unfeasible
individual (i.e., individual representing unfeasible solutions), as
has been done in [48℄ where, should a knapsa k be overlled,
elements are removed from it until the violation is xed: we
annot do that as we must allo ate exa tly one element from
ea h group. The approa h we have adopted is to onsider our
onstraints as belonging to two dierent sets: easy and hard.
An easy onstraint is a onstraint that, should an individual
violate it, we ould easily x, while hard onstraints require a
omplementary approa h, based on the use of penalty fun tion.
Formally speaking, if we have this optimization problem:



max f (x)



x∈E



x ∈ H

(4.12)

where E and H represents respe tively easy and hard on-
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straints, we transform problem 4.12 into this one:

x

x


max f ( ) − p(d( , H))
 ∈E

x

(4.13)

where d(x, H) is a metri fun tion des ribing the distan e
of solution x from the set H of feasible solutions, and p(·) is
a monotoni ally non-de reasing fun tion su h that p(0) = 0.
Penalty fun tions are surveyed in [34℄. For our model, onstraint
4.4 is easy, so we dene a repair operator for individuals that
violate it, while onstraint 4.5 is hard, and it will be handled
via a penalty fun tion.

Outline

Our geneti algorithm starts with a population that
is made up of individuals representing basi solution for the
problem, i.e. solutions where only the lowest SLA of ea h virtual
ma hine has been hosen to be allo ated. We generate these
solutions by using the rst-t, best-t and next-t heuristi from
the bin-pa king problem, with a randomization of the data to
generate initial dierent solutions.
We must take are that we don't insert into the population
an element that is already in, to avoid that we unne essarily
redu e the initial population size. After this initialization step,
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we do an iterative pro ess, ea h y le of it alled a generation,
where we:
1. Choose the two parents of the new individual, by a tournament pro ess;
2. Create the new individual by a rossover operator;
3. Mutate some variables of the new individual with a mutation operator;
4. Cal ulate the tness of the individual, taking are of unfeasibility due to overlling;
5. Fix the easy onstraint with the repair operator;
6. Insert this individual into the population, and remove the
individual with the lowest tness.
These steps are all tunable by some parameters, resulting in
dierent instan es of the same geneti algorithm. We dis uss
ea h of these steps in the following paragraphs.

Tournament Pro ess

To hoose the two parents that will
generate a new individual, we randomly dene two dierent
pools of all dierent elements from the population. From ea h
pool, we hoose the element with the highest tness as one of
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the two parents. A larger pool will in rease the ompetitive
pressure.

Crossover Operator

After the sele tion of the two parents,
the new individual will be dened as the rossover of them. Instead of adopting a random rossover we do an uniform rossover
[37℄, where the probability that the i-th variable of the new individual is equal to the i-th variable of the rst or se ond parent
is proportional to the tness of the rst or se ond parent.

Mutation Operator

Mutation rate is xed. A more omplex
approa h would be a dynami mutation rate, with an higher rate
for the initial generations (when we are probably away from
the optimal solution, so we an hange a lot of variables) and
a lower rate as the generations pass away. This is a riti al
parameter, as an high rate ould destroy the stability of the
geneti algorithm, and a low rate ould end up in being trapped
in a lo al minimum.

Fitness and penalty fun tion

At a rst glan e, one should
be tempted to onsider the obje tive fun tion 4.3 as the tness
fun tion, but this will result in even ompletely dierent individuals with the same tness, when we want to dierentiate as
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mu h as possible in order to pi k up, from the tournament proess, the potentially best individuals by looking at their tness
and not only by han e.
We have also to in lude the penalty fun tion in the tness
omputation, so we are already onsidering a dierent problem
than the original one, but we must dene the tness fun tion
so individuals with better values of the tness are, on average,
better solutions for the original problem.
We observe that, if we have two dierent and feasible solutions x and x′ with the same value of the obje tive fun tion
4.3 and the same number of physi al hosts used, we an still
say that x is better than x′ if x pa ks more virtual ma hines in
the same physi al host, while x′ allo ate virtual ma hines more
evenly; this be ause it's more probable that, from the solution
x, we have more unused resour es in some physi al hosts and we
an use these resour es to allo ate some others virtual ma hines,
without hanging the number of physi al hosts used; while for
solution x′ unused resour es are not aggregated together. Formally speaking, for a solution x of the formal problem, we dene
the relative amount of unused resour es for ea h physi al hosts
as:
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relkm

=

rkm −

PG Pgi
i=1

j=1
rkm

ij
xij
k ∗ dk

(4.14)

From this denition, we have that relkm is not negative when
the knapsa k l has some unused resour e k, and it's less than
zero when we have overlled it with respe t to that resour e. We
an leverage on this property of relkm using it both for rewarding
feasible individuals and for penalizing unfeasible individuals.
To do so, we need also to dene the portion of the prot on
a per physi al hosts basis, i.e. the prot we earn for the virtual
ma hines allo ated on a spe i physi al hosts:
Gain(m) =

X

ij
xij
m∗P

(4.15)

we need this value to deal with the unfeasibility that arises after overlling a physi al host: in su h a ase, we annot say
whi h virtual ma hines is 'guilty', and we have to de rease the
total prot for the portion of the prot we earn from all the
virtual ma hines allo ated over this overlled physi al host (the
inability to say whi h virtual ma hines is guilty is what makes
di ult to dene a repair operator and for es use to sear h a
suitable penalty fun tion).
Conversely, when the host is not overlled, we ould in rease
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the tness, and the more resour es are relatively free (hosts by
hosts), the more we in rease the tness. Putting all together,
we dene the tness fun tion as:

x

x

F( ) = P( ) +

K X
M
X

i=1 m=1

Gain(m) ∗

α
∗ relkm
K

The quantity α is used as a stati multiplier: if
and penalize individuals more aggressively.

The Repair Operator

α
K

(4.16)
we reward

We dene a repair operator to ensure
that eq. 4.4 holds for ea h individual. This equation requires
that, for ea h group i, we have exa tly one element set to 1, all
others being 0. We ould express in a dierent way by stating
that, for ea h group i: 1) there is at least an element dierent
than 0; 2) there is no more than one element dierent than
0. By su h separation, we an dene two spe ialized operators.
Ea h individual is an ordered olle tion of groups, and eq. 4.4
ould hold for some groups and not for others. So we s an all
the groups omprising the individual to he k for property 1, we
somehow x the groups that don't verify it, and then we res an
all the groups to he k and possibly x for property 2.
To des ribe the pro ess, onsider an individual made up of
3 groups (whi h means that we are sear hing for the optimal al-
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X

XX

Figure 4.2: An individual for a problem with 3 groups. Ea h X
marks a variable set to 1.
lo ation of 3 virtual ma hines) where rst group has no element
set to 1, and se ond and third group both have 2 elements set
to 1 (see gure 4.2 for a pi torial representation).
To ensure that ea h group has at least one non-zero element,
we need to x the rst group. We ould this randomly, by
hoosing one element of the rst group and setting it to 1, or we
ould start a neighborhood sear h. In this sear h, we generate
g1 new individuals, ea h one of them ompletely equal to the
individual we are xing, but with the i-th variable of the rst
group set to 1. (see gure 4.3).
For ea h of these individuals, we evaluate the tness (our
tness fun tion takes are of unfeasibility, so we an safely use
it) and we hoose the individual with the highest tness as the
repaired individual. If we have more than one group that needs
this xing, we perform it in an iterative way, group after group.
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X

X
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X
X

X
X
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X
XX

X
X

X

X

X X

Figure 4.3: Fixing the rst group with dierent individuals.
Now we have to ensure that ea h group has no more than
one non-zero element, so we need to x the se ond group. We
generate two individuals, where the i-th individual has set to 1
only the i-th non-zero variable of the se ond group, and again
we hoose the best among them. Then we repeat the pro ess
for the third group (see gure 4.4).
We stress that, when we reate the neighborhood list, we
have partially unfeasible individuals in it, but we an ope with
this as the tness fun tion is robust enough. We ould have
been put in pla e a more omplex resear h when we onsider all
the possible ombinations (see gure 4.5), but we have hosen
not to do this for this version of the geneti algorithm, as ef ien y should be arefully evaluated, espe ially for the size of
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Figure 4.4: Fixing the se ond group by generating two dierent
individuals.
the explored set of neighborhood elements.
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4.

Figure 4.5: Fixing the se ond and third group by generating all
possible feasible individuals.

5

Simulations results
In this hapter we analyze the performan es of the heuristi s and
the geneti algorithm we have proposed in Chapter 4, onsidering four dierent problem sets. In the eld of the operational
resear h and integer programming, there are some datasets for
the most lassi al problems that one ould use to test against
a new algorithm, so it's possible to ompare the relative performan es between dierent resear hers. At the time being, we
don't have the same for virtualized ar hite tures, and we were
unable to nd publi ly known data depi ting a distributed system that has been virtualized: we were for ed to onsider some113
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what arbitrary models of distributed systems, and we are also
aware that the performan es of our solvers (parti ularly for the
geneti algorithm) annot be fully understood and determined
without knowing the lass and the stru ture of the problems.
From an implementation stand-point, all the programs we
have made are written in C, and they extensively use the GNU
S ienti Library (GSL) [7℄ as we need to to deal with random
numbers. We don't stress too mu h in the sense of their eien y, as we are more interested in their robustness: nevertheless, ea h dataset is solved within few minutes, on a ommodity
omputer.
5.1

Implementation of the bin pa king
heuristi s

All the proposed bin pa king heuristi s nd a basi solution,
whi h is a solution when only the lowest SLA of ea h virtual mahine is instantiated over a physi al host. We dene mapping[i]
has su h physi al host, so if we have mapping[i] = j we have,
in our formal model, that xji1 = 1. We have implemented the
Next Fit, First Fit and Basi Fit bin pa king heuristi s.
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Next Fit

In the Next Fit (algorithm 1) we start onsidering
all physi al host as initially available (open). Then, for ea h
virtual ma hine, we onsider ea h open physi al host: if it ould
ontain the virtual ma hine, we put the latter in the former,
thus redu ing the available resour es, and setting mapping[i]
properly; otherwise, we lose the physi al host, so we'll no longer
onsider it in further iterations. These losings redu e the set
of available physi al host over iterations. It's easy to show that
omputational omplexity of this heuristi is Θ(G ∗ M ).

First Fit In the rst t (algorithm 2), we onsider all physi al
hosts as possible destinations for the lowest SLA of ea h virtual
ma hine, in a stri t order starting from the rst physi al host
and then moving on. The rst host we nd that has su ient
available resour es, will be the hosen host. As in the Next Fit,
omputational omplexity is Θ(G ∗ M ).
Best Fit In the Best Fit heuristi (algorithm 3), we have rst
to dene whi h resour es of the K we have in our model is
the s ar est. The s ar est resour e is the one where the ratio
between the grand total of it, as provided by the physi al hosts,
and the grand total of requested by the lowest SLA of all virtual
ma hines, is lowest. The s ar est resour e r is the resour e
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Algorithm 1 Next Fit Algorithm
for i = 1 to M do
open[i] ← true
end for
for i = 1 to G do
mapping[i] ← −1

end for
for ea h virtual ma hine i do
for ea h host j do
if open[j] then
if host j has su ient resour es for lowest SLA of virtual ma hine i then
mapping[i] ← j

redu e available resour es for host j
move to next value of i
else
open[j] ← false
end if
end if
end for
end for
if ∃i s. t. mapping[i] = −1 then
print Unable to nd a basi solution
end if
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Algorithm 2 First Fit Algorithm
for i = 1 to G do
mapping[i] ← −1

end for
for ea h virtual ma hine i do
for ea h host j do
if host j has su ient resour es for lowest SLA of virtual
ma hine i then
mapping[i] ← j

redu e available resour es for host j
move to next value of i
end if
end for host j
end for virtual ma hine i
if ∃i s. t. mapping[i] = −1 then
print Unable to nd a basi solution
end if
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whi h should drive our mapping pro ess, as there is not so mu h
of it.
After this determination, for the lowest SLA of ea h virtual
ma hine, we rst determine the set of physi al hosts that have
su ient available resour es (dening has_space[j] = true if
host j has this property). From all these hosts, we asso iate
the virtual ma hine and the best host. The best host is the
host where mapping of the virtual ma hine will result in the
minimization of the residual resour e r. This heuristi has a
omputational omplexity of Θ(G ∗ M ) but the hidden proportionality fa tor is the highest.

Randomization of data

The three heuristi s pro ess data
in a stri t order, while the mapping problem does not hange
if data are reordered (as an example, by swapping elements of
group i with elements of group j ). So we de ide to allow for a
permutation of the D ve tor (and the asso iated P ) ve tor. Permutation is dened randomly by using the gsl_ran_shuffle()
fun tion of the GSL library.
The random number generator used is the Mersenne Twister
[77℄ implemented by GSL, and we onsider 10,000 runs of ea h
of the heuristi s, ea h time hanging the random number seed.
For ea h of these runs, we improve the solution by the heuristi
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Algorithm 3 Best Fit Algorithm
for i = 1 to G do
mapping[i] ← −1

end for
for ea h virtual ma hine i do
for ea h hosts j do
has_space[j] ← false
end for
for ea h host j do
if host j has su ient resour es for lowest SLA of virtual
ma hine i then
has_space[j] ← true
end if
end for
for ea h host j s.t. has_space[j] is true do
hoose the best host, b
redu e available resour es for host b
mapping[i] ← b

end for
end for
if ∃i s. t. mapping[i] = −1 then
print Unable to nd a basi solution
end if
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dened by eq. 4.11 dis ussed before.
5.2

Implementation of the geneti

al-

gorithm

As is for ea h geneti algorithm, the tuning of the parameters
is parti ularly omplex, and more an art than a s ien e. We
believe that we annot nd the best parameters without a deep
understanding and analysis of real models; as our models are
somewhat arbitrary, we hoose to make the more simplisti assumptions:
1. The size of the tournament pro ess is 5, so we draw a
pool of all dierent 5 individuals to nd ea h parent: this
means a very high ompetitive pressure (usually ea h pool
is made up of 2 individuals);
2. The mutation rate is proportional to 3 times the number
of de isional variables set to 1, and it's xed all along the
simulation. It's a rather high value;
3. The value of α from eq. 4.16 is set to 2.4; being K = 2
this means that the multiplier Kα is bigger than 1;
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4. The initial population onsists of 300 individuals, 100 for
ea h of the bin-pa king basi heuristi s seen before; as
we remove the individual with the lowest tness at ea h
generation, the population size remains stable throughout
the simulation;
5. We run the geneti algorithm for 2,000 generations.
5.3

Models dataset

We onsider two models to test the heuristi , plus two dierent
models to test the geneti algorithm. For all but the smallest of
them, the time it takes to nd the optimal solutions via a tool
like GLPK [6℄ is so long that we didn't see the linear programming solver oming to an end.
Tables 5.1 and 5.2 show the hara terization for the rst and
se ond model, the ones on whi h the heuristi is tested. Both
models depi t a three-tier; as an example for the rst model
(table 5.1) the rst tier (the web tier) is made up of 2 nodes,
ea h one having three dierent servi es of levels: the lowest level
of servi e requires 1 CPU ore, 2 GiB of RAM and gives a prot
of 2 units, where the intermediate level requires 2 CPU ores and
4 GiB of RAM, and the prot goes up to 4. The highest level
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returns us a prot of 8, but it requires 3 CPU ores and 4 GiB
of RAM. All the fourth models are 2-dimensional, as it will be
di ult to nd reasonable hara terization of other resour es.
Table 5.3 reports the grand total of physi al resour es for all
the four models. Note that not all hosts are equal in the amount
of resour es they provide.
Although the se ond model is not so mu h bigger than the
rst, the in rease in its size (both in virtual ma hines number,
SLAs and number of physi al hosts available) makes di ult to
nd the optimal solution: the linear programming solver takes
some se onds to nd the optimal solution for the rst model,
while on the se ond we have only the range where the prot of
the optimal solution lies after hours of omputation (on an Intel
Xeon 1.86 GHz).
So, while in table 5.4 we ompare the prot for the optimal
solution and the best prot found by the heuristi , on table 5.5
we annot do better than ompare the range of prot with the
best prot found by the heuristi . We onsider, for this two
dierent models, dierent values of C .
There is a ommon result we an see: for small value of C the
heuristi performs extremely well, being apable to nd the optimal solution or a solution really lose to it. When C in reases,
the heuristi is no more able to nd an optimal solution. This
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Tier
Web
Appli ation
Database

Size
2
6
2

CPU ores
1/2/3
2/2
2/4

RAM (GiB)
2/4/4
2/4
2/4

Prot
2/4/8
2/6
2/4

Table 5.1: First model SLAs and prots.
Tier
Web
Appli ation
Database

Size
2
6
2

CPU ores
1/2/4
2/4/4
2/2

RAM (GiB)
2/4/6
2/4/6
4/6

Prot
2/4/8
2/4/6
2/6

Table 5.2: Se ond model SLAs and prots.
may indi ate that the value of Goodness(i, k) as omputed by
eq. 4.11 is too mu h sensitive to the value of C.
Tables 5.6 and 5.7 des ribe the third and fourth model, inputs for the geneti algorithm. These models have a stru ture
analogue to the rst two models, with some minor variations.
In both ases, the value of C is set to 1.
Table 5.8 reports the tness of the best individual of the
initial population and the tness of the best individual at the
end of the simulation.
The in rease in individual's tness is learly evident. On
gure 5.1 the average tness of the population over the simula-
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Model
First
Se ond
Third
Fourth

Hosts
6
8
8
12

CPU ores
48
64
64
96

RAM size (GiB)
48
88
88
192

Table 5.3: Physi al hosts hara terizations for all models.
C
0
1
2
3

Optimal
60
55
50
45

Heuristi
60
53
46
39

Table 5.4: Comparisons of prots for the optimal solution and
the approximate solution for the rst model, for dierent values
of C .
C
0
1
2
3

Range of optimal prot
87 ÷ 96
79 ÷ 95
71 ÷ 93
63 ÷ 89

Heuristi s
84
69
54
39

Table 5.5: Se ond model: range of prot and approximate solution prot, for dierent values of C.
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Tier
Web
Appli ation
Database

Size
4
8
3

CPU Cores
1/2/4
2/4/4
2/2

RAM (GiB)
2/4/6
2/4/6
4/6

Prot
2/4/8
2/4/6
2/6

Table 5.6: Third model SLAs and prots.

Tier
Web
Appli ation
Database

Size
6
12
4

CPU ores
1/2
1/4
2/2

RAM (GIB)
2/4
2/4
4/6

Prot
2/4
2/4
2/6

Table 5.7: Fourth model SLAs and prots.

Model
Third
Fourth

Initial best tness
33
39

Final best tness
109
166

Table 5.8: Initial and nal tness of best individual for third
and fourth model, as seen by the geneti algorithm.
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Figure 5.1: Average tness of population for the third model.
tion for the third model is depi ted, while gure 5.2 is for the
fourth model. The average tness value is higher than the tness shown in table 5.8, as the average is all over the population,
in luding the unfeasible individuals.
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Figure 5.2: Average tness of population for the fourth model.

6

Con lusions
It is the fate of every voyager, when he has just
dis overed what obje t in any pla e is more parti ularly worthy of his attention, to be hurried from it.
(Charles Darwin,

Voyage of the Beagle )

Operating system level virtualization will be fundamental in designing and deploying omputing ar hite tures int the next following years.
128
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The in reasing on erns for environment prote tion and the
rising pri es of ele tri ity are some of the drivers for maximize
omputing e ien y. Virtualization will be helpful in a hieving
these goals, and has also some more te hnologi al benets, as
it's apable of isolating systems to allow for better se urity and
makes easier to implement disaster re overy solutions.
These key benets are possible as virtualization is another
layer onne ting to and interposing between hardware and operating system, thus hiding physi al heterogeneity and boundaries. As virtualization is progressively made in hardware, redu ing at a fra tion the penalty due to the layer itself, its adoption will further in rease, and this will in turn lead to a new
generation of problems.
These problems begins to appear in the eld of autonomi
systems, where the ability to self-adapt the system to the hanging workload ondition is of the utmost importan e, but other
elds with similar resour es allo ation problems are the emerging loud omputing and, to some extent, the grid omputing.
In this dissertation we have formalized the mapping problem,
whi h is a generalization of the lassi al 0/1 knapsa k problem,
unknown before this work. The mapping problem requires to
nd, for a given set of virtual ma hines, ea h one hara terized
by a multi-dimensional resour e demand ve tor, one physi al
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ma hine that has su ient resour es to host it. Physi al mahines are from a given set, and are also hara terized by an
analogous multi-dimensional ve tor, des ribing their allowable
resour es. Ea h one of the virtual ma hines has possibly some
dierent servi e levels, with in reasing resour es and in reasing
prots that are earned when the allo ation is made. The obje tive fun tion is represented by a sum of prots, that ould be
mitigated by the number of physi al ma hines that are used.
We have determined the omplexity of the mapping problem,
showing that is a NP-hard problem, and we have proposed an
heuristi and a geneti algorithm to deal with it.
Both the proposed approa hes have been valuable in nding
an approximate solution for the mapping problem. We believe
that they would both perform well and omplement ea h other
in a real s enario.
Operating system level virtualization is, in some sense, a
new territory to explore, that ould lead us to better, more
e ient and more resilient distributed systems. Some of the
assumptions we have made in the past about how to build a
multi-tier distributed systems must be redis ussed, and to do so
limits and benets of virtualization must be learly understood,
properly formalized and methodologi ally analyzed.
This dissertation aims to be a rst step in that dire tion.
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